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PRBFACE 
It has been my hope to present this paper as a part of the h1stori• 
cal portrayal of the U.S. Amy'o eltper1ence with ''military government 
and civil affaiTe. 0 With this view in uind, I have devoted tbe f:lrat 
chapter to a brief history of the ormy•s occupation experiences. 
especially through the Civil Wsr. Additionally• I have attempted to 
def 1ne and clarify several terms u3ed to differentiate tho use of mili• 
tery authority, 
More specifically, the purpose of this thesta is to determine the 
extent of military control affecting the govermant of Richmond during 
the 1865•1870 period foll0t41ng the Civil War. l have not attempted to 
evaluate the motives of Congrass or the Prnsidents for their actions 
tmich established and continued military occupation in Richmond for 
almost five years. Nor have 1 sought to justify or defend Congressional 
llaconstruct1<mt but only to explain it so far as it affected Richmond. 
I have been primarily concerned with the orders, totters, and actions of 
military commanders which dealt vi.th the operation and management of 
the city's government. 
One signtf icant research problem encountered was that of the Preed• 
men•s Bureau. Although scattered Bureau records ha.ve been used, l have 
made no attempt to assess the local Bure,ou records deposited in the 
National Archives in 'Washington. .Any total evaluation of the federal 
government's activity tn Rtcbmond for this period would necessitate 
extensive research in these records. 
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HILitillY GOVERNMENT AND ITS BlSTOllCAL MIANIHG 
In United Stat• history and Jurisprudence, there are three tradi• 
tional forms of miU.tary control. these are military law, martial law, 
and military government. Supreme Court Ju.etice Samuel P. Chase deflnecl 
these terms in a aeparate concurring opinion of the celebrated~ parte 
Mlll:tsan case after the Civil War. Bia diatinctiona unduatandably have 
1 
been termed vague, because rather fine distinction• are necessary. 
However, ve may briefly dispense wlth the term military law, et.nee it 
bears little relevancy to the subject of military government. Military 
law ia aimply that which ta only applicable to military personnel. It 
i• the law and regulatiou embodied at present in the "Uniform Code of 
H!U.tary Justice", which baa always exiat•d in one form or anothel' pro• 
1. Theoclore Grivas, Military Govermnenta !!1 California 1846-1850 
(Glendale, California, 1963), footnote, p. 131 David Yancey Thomae, 
Hiatop; .!! MiU.tary Government !!. Nevlz ,kguired Territou (New York, 
1904), p. 16. .Justice Cbaae did however provide the eaaenca of the 
three types of military jud.adiction mentioned above, 4 Wallace 141, 1866: 
There are under the Constitution three kinda of military jurle• 
diction: one to be exercised both in peace and war; another to 
be exerciaed in time of foreign war without the boundaries of 
the United Stata1 or in time of rebellion and civil war within 
Statea or districts occupied by rebels treated aa belltgerenta5 
and a third to be exerc:laecl in time of invasion or inaurrectton 
vithia the U.mlta of the United. States, or during rebelliou 
within the U.mita of States maintaining adheal.on to the National 
Government. whea the public danger requires it• .xerciae. The 
first of thue may be callee\ Jurta4lction under ld.U.tary law, ••• 
the 1econd uy be diatinguiahed aa military govenunent, ••• while 
the third may be denominated martial law proper• ••• 
2 
~iding a ay1tem of enforcing discipline ancl control over the armed forces, 
whether in time of peace or war. It i• vlth the concept• of martial law 
and military government that ve must deal, for much coofuaion concerning 
the two tcmna ls evident in vorka on mlU.tary government. tteferrlng to 
.Justice Chase'• c.U.atlnctiona between military government and martial law. 
one observer baa written, 0 ••• it can be ahown that what the leame4 judge 
has endeavored to 1et off into two distinct cla11ea are but 41f f erent 
2 
manifeatat1ona of one and the aame thing." After making the same etate .. 
ment, another writer concludu, " ... therefore. mf.U.tary government la an 
3 
exteulon of martial law into enemy territory." Although both concepts 
have aimilaritiu, there are some r-•l and 1ubstantlal diatf.nctiou and 
they are of much 1.mportance to any diacuaalon of military occupation of 
the South during the leconatructlon Period. Court cleciaicma, law dlc-
tionad.ea, f.11cl tatboolua provide ample definitiona of theae two military 
and legal terme. In essence, those found ln u official army publication 
prepared in 1956 and. at111 tu force today embody the moat ilnportant ideas 
Of military government. rtrat, defining ad.U.tary government: 
2. Thomas, lli.atoq g! Militarz Govenim.ent, p. 16. 
3. Grtvaa, Military Government.a !11 California, p. 16. Both Gd.vaa 
f.11cl Thomae do however make diatinctions between military government and 
martial law. Aleo see George B. Davia, A Treatise .e !!!!. Mi litag Jd!1! 
sf. !h! United Stat.ea (New York, 1899), pp. 300•301. Although Davia recog-
nised the institution of military government he regarded it as a part of 
martial law. According to hia definition ID&rtial law applies lu three 
vaya: 1) to occupied territory of an enemy in time of var, 2) to terri-
tory of tha United Statea in a atate of iuurrectlon or rebellion, and 
3) to doMatlc territory in case of civil cH.aorder. 'fhua he uaigua a 
special place to martial law established in the South incident to the 
Civil War• · 
Military government la the form of adminiatratioa by which an 
occupying power exerciaea governmental authority over occupied 
territory. The neceaaity for aucb government arlaea from the 
failure or iD&b111ty of the legitlmate government to exercise 
it• function cm account of the mtU.tary occupatloa, or th• 
unde11rah111ty of allowing it to clo ao.4 
Than. dllt1nguishing between the above an4 martial laws 
••• martial law 11 the temporary govermaeut of the civil popula· 
tion of domutle territory through the military forcu. without 
the authority of vrf.tten law, u 11ecuaf.ty may require. The 
moat promiuent distinction betweea military govermnent, ... and 
martial law la tbat the former 1• generally exerct.aed in the 
territory fol'lllerly occupied by, a hostile belligerent and 11 
subject to ra1tra1nt1 imposed by the international law of 
belligerent occupation, while the latter t.a invoked ouly in 
domestic territory, the local govenament and inhabitant• of 
vhf.ch are not treated 01: recognlaed u belUgerenta. cd la 
governed aolely by the domestic law of the United States.5 
rrom this distinction 1• realized the main difference. l.e., 
'the occuicm of mllita~ govemsMUt la the exclusion of the 
aovel"eiga.ty theretofore existing, which i• uaually accomplished 
by a aucceaaful military invaaion. Tha occaaion of martial 
rule (inore properly martial law) la simply public exts•cy 
which may arise in ti.me of war or peace.6 
Another aign.iff.oant distinction ia th• cuaation of each. Military 
govermnant, ainca actually replacing but not tramferrl.ng aovereignty. 
continues until a permanent authority 1• again established in the area 7 . 
of occupation. Whereas, 11Hartia1 law ceases when the diatd.ct 11 
3 
4. Depart'lne'At of the Anr:f, l'iald !f!nual 27·10, I!!!.!!!, .2!, ~ 
Warfare (Wahington, D. c., 1956). Par. 362, hereafter cited aa !'! 27-10. 
s. Ibld., Par. 12. 
-
6. Charles B. Magoon, Report !!! !.h!. le:~ Civil Government !!\!!I•· 
rf.torz SubJeet !! Kf.U.tag: Occupati29 !?z ~ Militaty l'orcea ·!!. Sh!, United 
States (Waabington, D. c., 1902), P• 13, hereafter cited aa Magoos'a B.eporte. 
7. Magoon, Magoon•.• lteporta, pp. 12·13J !!! 27-10, Par. 3S8. 
auff iciently tranquil to permit the ordinary agCll'lciea of govera.ment to 
8 
4 
cope with md.ating conclitiona." The terma martial law and martlal rule 
have been sometime• used to da1cribe what ta more properly termed mill· 
9 
tary government. In reviewing military government• in the South durlns 
the war• one hlatod.an vr1t .. i 
••• this institution (jnilitary governmen~ waa flrat e1tabltshed 
in tba border atatea ... Maryland. Kentucky, and Hi11our1 • which 
atlll supported the Constitution an4 were atilt member• of the 
Union. levertbeleaa they were put under a form of m1U.tary 
governmant Which 41.f ferecl but little from that which was utab• 
llabed in the South aa parts of ita te'tTitory were reconquered. 
The aoutben part• of Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois were alao 
touched by f.t in the form of military coamieaiou which euperaeded 
to a certalu acent th• c1v11 courta.10 
What vaa eatabliahed f.n the border atatea during the Civil Var vu very 
evidently martial law an4 not military govemmen.t. For thua arua aa 
stated f.n the quote cited above 0 atill supported the Coutitution" and 
furthermore military authority wae exerct1ed not because of any belligerent 
right•, but because doaeatic territory neceaaltated the status of martial 
lav aa necuaity required. The Civil War ia cOlm')nly l'egarded aa a public 
war and wu fought according to the rules of land warfare, and those tu 
8. Magoon, Magoon•aJleporta, p. 13. 
9. Martial rule appears to be a more all encompassing term than 
martial law and simply meana the authority of government by the military, 
whether under military government or martial law. William B. Birkhimer, 
Hilitarz Government and Martial ~ (Kauu Cf.ty, 1Uaaour1, 1914), p. i32. 
"All military ie f.n 01l8 aeue martial rule for ln eaaence it ia the law 
of &r111." 
10. A. B. Carpenter, ''IUlitary Government of Southam Tettitory, 
1861·1865" • eeual Report !!!, !!!!. .American Historical Association £!l!. ,lli 
!!!£12!!2 (Waahington, D. c., 1901), Vol. 1, p. 4701 hereafter referred 
to aa Annual Report. 
5 
11 
rebellion ware recognised aa bellf.gerente. Therefore, military govern• 
menta were eatabli•bed in the South upon occupation even though the term 
martial law waa aomettmae employed by the commanding of £leer of the terri· 
tory occupte.cl. 
Thia raiaea the queatlon of whether military govtlrnmant cou14 be 
eatabU.ahed ovei- domeatic, a• oppo1•4 to foreign, territory. Al a prac• 
tical matter, areas of the Confederacy coming under occupation of federal 
forces were treated as foreign territory, at leut in regard to the eatab• 
12 
liabmeltt of military government. 1l'l the Department of th• Army'• manual 
on .I!!! 1.aw £Land Warfare are U.1ted four typea of territory over which 
military govenment baa been applied by the United Statea, one of which f.1 
13 
"Domestic ten-itory racoverec.l from rebel• treated aa belllgerent••" In 
reply to the argt.IMl'lt that military govenment could oaly be utabliabed 
in forelp territory, it baa ban auwered, "tbia U.mitation 11 obviouely 
abaurd, ••• Civil vu con.fare the aame rights u a foreign conflict, "°at 
14 
least it waa helcl by tha Supreme Court in the •prise case•'•" It would 
11. Dort• Appel Graber, The Develoent 91_ !!1!. ~!!_Belligerent 
pccupation 1863-1914 (Hn York, 1949), PP• 18•19. Ivan though the United 
States Supreme Court attributed to the Confec!aracy all the pr1v11egu of 
a belligerent l.n the "Prize ea. .. " (2 Black 636, 1862) one muat keep in 
tlind thf.a obaervatf.OA by Graber, pp. 257-258: 
••• tbe Amari.can Civil War, though conducted in many reapect• 
like an international war, •till retained •OllMJ o.f the featuru 
of a civil conflict and many of 1ta occupation practice& 1D\Qlt 
be viewed in that light. 
12. Bir'kbimer, Hilitan Coverrrmst S !Jrtial Law, P• 21. 
13. !I 27·10, far. 12. 
14. Cai-panter, Annual Report, P• 468. 
6 
ba extremely difficult for anyone to argue eowter to this etatemeut. 
There vu no altunative to the eatabliabment of mlU.tary government in 
the South upon occupation by federal troops. JNrtag hoattU.tf.ea military 
government wu both legal and. necu1ary pendJ.ng the re•eetabl1abment of 
civil governman.t1 loyal to the United Stat••· 
To continue the eailtence of military government after all hoatlli• 
ties bad ceaaecl rid.••• another quutton. i.e., vbetber the extatence of 
military sovermnant in the South after hoatilittea vaa conatltutlonalT 
Both h1atoriana and lawyer• have doubted their conet1tutiona11ty after 
1.5 . 
the rebellion had bema declared ended. After citing DlRa Supreme Court 
caaea holding that military government may legally continua after ho1t11i· 
t1ea, Char lea B. Magoon of the Department of Insular Affail'a in h11 
report to the Secretary of War on mf.U.tary govehm1ent f.n 1902 atateai 
The course pursued by Congrua of the Ul\f.teci State• at the 
close of the Civil Var e1talllt1hed the acceptance by Coagreaa 
and thia nation of the doctrine that miU.tary government may 
contlnua alter the cuaation of boatilitf... and until the 
purpoeea for which the var waa entef14 upon. or renclerecl ob-
vious by the war. are accompli1hect, 
It le not my purpoaa to di1cua1 definitively th11 quutton or tbfl many 
related complex l11uea raiaed by the official policies taken by Congreaa 
and the frealdent toward the defeated South after the war. Thia doa not 
mean. however, that we should avoid cllacuaa1on of pertinent act1ona of 
the Congress and tbe Executive brauchu u they pertain to a:U:ltary control 
15. W111ima A. au.as, Jr •• "Adminiatratf.ve Acti.vitiea of the Unton 
Army Durlng and After the Civil War," Miaslaalppi Law Journal, Vol. 17, 
(Hay. 1945), p. 88. 
16. Magoon, Haaoon•a Reports, P• 17. 
7 
in the South during the leconatruction Period. Certainly these policies 
directly affected the military admtntatration aa exerciaed by the military 
governors and COlllUlnding officers. The attitude of treating the South 
both in and out of the Union during and after the Civil War almost defies 
constructive analy1i1. A noted hiatorian and student of e.onatitutioaal 
problaia during the Civil War ukee tbia obaervatf.on: 
It ia hardly worthwhile to attempt to harmonb:e theae diverse 
policies toward the South, for inconsistency seemed inherent 
in the aituation •••• Hany of the curious anomallea which fol• 
lowed from thia double character remained after conquest, and 
the regiona in occupation were at the aame time treated aa 
conquered territory subject to belU.gerent powers and u part• 
of the United Statea.17 
Bovever, if ve are to regard military oc:cupation aa a quutlon of fact, 
18 
as it i• so regarded today, then we muat recognise that it existed in 
Richmond aa well aa moat of Virginia from April, 1865 until January, 1870, 
and that during this period •overeignty actually resided not in the regular 
civil government hut in the military authorities vbo instituted milital'Y 
19 
government or something atrongly resembling military government. Whether 
or not it vaa legitimate ln the 881'18• of constitutional theory ia certainly 
17. J. G. Randall, Coutitutional Problems Under Lincoln (Urbana, 
Illtnoia, 1951), P• 224. 
18. l!! 27-10, Par. 355. 
19. The question of what la the moat appropriate term to cluaify 
military control or m1U.tary occupation aa ezerciaed in Richmond, Virginia. 
aa elaewbere in the South. presents a special problem. Such a question 
muat be uaeaae4 in chronological atagea for the entire Jleconatruction 
Period. In general I have referred to the administration of the miU.tary 
occupation forcu from April, 1865, until January, 1870: a military govern-
ment. However, this classification muat be qualified throughout the period. 
8 
important and •bould not be gloaaed over, howaver, my main concem ia in 
uaeaaiua the actual operation of government in one locality of the 
South, i.e., alcbmond, Virgi'Qia, accordiug to the standard• of military 
government and miU.taiy occupation u we preantly uiacteratand them. 
Nevertbelua, one mu.at bear la mind. an hiltorical awanneaa and Judge not 
aolely on the baal• of what we bow now, 'but on what va then Jmovn, or 
believed to ba tru.a. 
Having defined military govermnen.t, ve 11Utt aak the question, "Should 
the military gOYel'DMDt which exlate4 in the South after the Cf.vtl War be 
ju4ge4 by the •a.me 1tanclar41 u th• -111tary govemment,eay, in the 
Germany of two clecact.. ago!" Certainly f.t eannot be ao evaluated, jWJt 
aa the Civil War cannot be judged aolely on the buia of 1ntel'll&tioul 
law. About tbla problem, a coutituttona1 biatorian baa wit~•• 
Durf.q the period of confusion that waa called. ''reconstruction" 
military goV.rmnal\t. waa continued; but in a legal aenaa this 
wu hardly the aame thing u belU.gerent occupation. It waa 
Justified on the baaia of a variety of "theorlu of reeonstruc• 
tiou" aueh u "atate autcid.•"• "~anion to tenitor1al statua0 , 
and the lf.Jce.20 
But tbel'e are two gen.al'al f acta to r8t.'Aelnber lu t:•gari to this military 
govei:nment. Flnt, f.t exiatecl for the moat part after hoatilitiu ba4 
ceased, and aecoudly, there were peculiar hlato-rical c1rcurn1tancQ 
affecting tt. Coaceft\iag the difference in silU.ta.ry govunmen.t dud.q 
u4 after boatllitlu, Magoon writeas 
But when the var 1• ended and the aillury government ceaau 
to be an instrument to promote actual varf are and devotes it• 
20. Randall, Cqytitutional Problems thldar Lincoln, p. 239. 
self simply to civil affair• illllteacl of mllitary affaira, 
limitation.a at one• attao.h. The reaaou fol' this rule la 
derived from the eatabliehed doctt"f.ne that military govern• 
meat or martial rule ia the creature of neUtaity• and ii' 
acts muat ba Juatifiecl by neceaalty • real or apparent. 
The peculiar circU1111tacee that mtlituy governors in the South faced 
aud the blatorical facts affecting thetr poait:ion, over which they u 
head• of military government bad little control, wares 
(a) The almo•t complete im.povartabmen.t of the territory it 
waa to govern. 
(b) The presence of auddenly freed 11avu who were without 
ruourcu or employment and who wen ripe for economic 
and political exploitation by men in poaitlona to man-
ipulate the poU.tical control of the Army. 
(c) The violent di1agreement 01.I a1ml and methods of recon· 
atructf..on that de.veloped between heaideut Johnson and 
the majority in Congreaa. 
(d) The character and pel"lona11tiea of the officer• who had 
risen to high command under the peculiar demand• of 
battle and who by virtue of their rl&Dk became the mill• 
tary governora.22 
9 
It &881118, therefor•• that military occupation in the poat war South muat 
be aaau1ecl in a relative manner and not merely according to a precise 
def lnitton. 
Another term which ha come into uae alnce World War II. but which 
ha• been recently applied to aituatiou prevloue to :Lt, la civil affairs. 
In one of the lateat a.nay 1111nuala on d.vil affaira, ita defiultion ia 
given aas 
21. Magoon, Magoon'• l.eporta, p. 15. 
22. William B. Daugherty, Marshall .Andrews, A Review~ u.s. Jliator-
ical lxperienca with Civil Affain, 1776-1954 (Baltimore, 1961), p. 111. 
Those pbaaea of the act1v1t:lea of a CODID&llder which embrace 
the relationship between the military forces and the civil 
authoritiea and people in a friendly [:lnoluding us home terri• 
tory] occupied area where mlU.tary forcea are preaent. In a 
occupied country or area this may include tbe uerciae of 
executive, 1egi•lative11 and judicial authority by the occupying 
power.23 . 
10 
By thf.a def l.nit:l.0111 civil af fain u now def inecl would embrace the con.-
capt of military gcwenment. Military aov•n.nt hat been refened to .. 
the "clQalc an4 traditional component of that actf.vity which la today 
24 
officially tezmad c1vi.1 affaf.ra. 0 'the tact that "civil affair• •· 
bracea all militarY·clvil relationahlp1 11 whatever the locale atatua of 
25 
peace or war" i• amply f.ndtcata4 ·fr• of fief.al 1ource1. The current 
off tcial dict:lonaiy of United Stat .. Arfll1 Terma under military sovern-
26 
ment atatea only "See c1v11 affair••" Uncle!" "civil affair•"• after a 
definition etmllar to tbe one above, it atatea,"ctvll affairs include 
27 
inter au.a .. ,11111tary government." the essence of c.t1vll affain 1 admin• 
iatratlon is govermea.t .. tabU.ahecl purawmt to an asnement between the 
military and repruentatlve• of the clviU.an population revreaenting the 
lawful local government. If a civil affair• aareemant cannot be obtained, 
23. Department of the Army, rteld M!!!ual 41-10, Civil Af'.faira Opera-
tion.a (Waahington, D. c .. , 1962), p. 3, hereafter citecl aa !! 41•10. 
24. Murray Dyer, Alfred B. Hausrath, Garald J. B!ggln1, lb.! Developf.y 
!el!. 2f. th! A!:!I. ,!a Civil .Affairs (Baltimore, 1961), p, 23. 
25. !! 41-10, p. 10. 
26. ·Department of the Army, Df.ctionau 2{ United States liFJ!!1. Terms, 
Army llegulatiou 320-51 (Wuhington, D. c., 1963), p. 236. 
27. Ibid., p. 84. 
11 
then reaU.aticall7 m1U.tary government would have to ba eatablf.ebe4 in 
28 
the area u a temporary expedient until aucb agreement could be obtained. 
Therefore, military government and civil affalra adm.lniatratlon do embrace 
differe11t concept1. But the role of military government bu been now 
delegated to a secondary role for any future armed conflict. It• function 
through World War II vu the aaumptioa of aovereiguty u a result of war 
29 
and subsequent occupation. The intematicmal atatUI of the vor14 today 
or the "cold war0 bu necualtated a more .f lexibl• ancl lu• rigid •Y•t• 
of dealing with the relatiolll between foreign civilian populationa acl 
Ullltecl States military forces. It te now thought that, with but two 
exceptions, military aovenmeut will not be uaed in the future. Since 
couent anti COlllllOD goala characterise civil af faira admlniatration, it ia 
improbable that a civil affairs agreement cannot be obtained except tn 
the moat unusual caau where military occupation wou.lct be threatened 
because of auc.h con.dJ.t!ona u civilian hoat111t7 or guerrilla varfar•. 
fter:efol'e, thue two aceptf..oa.a an Chiu and the USSI.. "It ia dlf flcult 
to think of •1 other area f.n the world in vh1ch a military govemment 
30 
capabf.U.ty aeema U.kely to be required. u It :11 likely, therefore, that 
miU.tary gove1:1m1.e11t will be of moat im.portance in the futUl'e u an 
b1atorica1 concept, rather than aa an active device which w111 ba employed 
in the future. Although of recent origin, civil affair• baa been uaect to 
28. !)! 27•101 Par. 354. 
29. Dyer, Bauarath, Biggf.na, The Developf.pa 12!!• pp. 11-12. 
30. !!?!!·· p. 82. 
12 
deacrlb• some activities usually include& under military govermaent, such 
u: 
One of the civil affair• problems encountered by Union troops 
involved the freed alavea. a problem not too unlike the refugee 
and diaplaced. per•ona problema facect3!y American. Allied, an4 UH forc:ea 1n World War II ancS Korea. 
Again referring to Civil War history, but alao appU.cabla to the a.con• 
atructioa Ira when military govermnent ex1ateds 
The pagea of Civil War history are rich with account• of rela-
tiou between the army in the f :lalcl and local f.nbabitaata that 
would today be teniad *'civil affa:lrau. Tb••• often have U.ttle 
if ay direct ~ectloa with more restrictive aapecte of mill• 
tary govermuent. 
Although different, the distinction between miU.tary government and. 
civil affairs ta a fine one. Civil affair• bu often been used to 1nc11· 
cate the relatloa between the military authorltiea and the civilian. pop· 
ulationvithout implyins the couc:ept of sovereignty eurcl1ed by the 
occupying miU.cary. 'lhla ten. m:lght then be a be.tter l'efarence to the 
type of mtU.tary control Ol' occupation exercised f.n the South during some 
pbaau of the lle.conatruetion reriod. 
Prior to World War II, the UDJ.ted Statu had varied military govern-
ment experf.encu, in the Mexican War, in the Southern Statu, in l'uerto 
33 
BJ.co, ln Cuba, in the 1hi11ppinu, in Batt!, and ln Germany. The moat 
important aped.enc• in ad.U.tary govanuaent before the Civil War vaa ln 
31. Daugherty, Andrews, u.s. P!atO?'l.cal gxperl.enc:e, P• 118. 
32. Ibicl. 
-
33. Dyer, Hausrath, Bigg.ins.~ Develo2!:ng Role. p. 27. 
13 
connection with the war wf.tb Kexf.co. However* in what ia perhap1 the most 
definitive historical atudy of military government and civil aff aira in 
the United States* the authors cite several inatancea of our experiences 
34 
with "civil affain and mil:f.tary government prior to 1846." Stating 
that moat hiatoriana have f.ncon:ectly begun m:Llitary gove-.:mnent experience• 
with General Winfield Scott'• activitf.ea in Mexico, it argues " ••• the 
development of civil affairs and military government in the American armed 
f orcea may be traced all the way from George Washington at Valley Forge to 
35 
the twentieth century." Washington eatabliahed military governments in 
areas takeu from the British aucb aa Philadelphia ln June 1778, to which be 
36 
ordered Benedict Arnold aa military governor. On taking control of the 
Louf.elana territory f.n 1803, the federal government had to tum to the 
Ar:my to aupply the toola for governing tbi1 vast area. 1\atber than military 
government, thie example can more •ppropriately be termed a civil affairs 
37 
administration. The War of 1812 brought on the f irat and only instance of 
a foreign power establishing military government on American soil. At 
Caatine, Maine in 1814, a Britlth General ancl 4,000 troope occupied that 
38 
part of Maine eaat of the Pertobacot River. .Andrew Jackson in December. 
34. Daugherty, Andrews, .Y.:.!:. H11torical Experience, p. 14. 
35. Ibi4. 
-
36. n!!·. p. 24. 
37 • .!!?!!·· pp. 26-29. 
38. ill!·. p. 33. 
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1814, proclaimed martial law in Hew Orleans. Although 1.t waa not military 
government, since it was domestic territory, he did exercise final control 
over all actlvttiea which 111ight affect the def enee of the city against the 
39 
Br.ltith offenaive. Therefore, if we include civil affairs with miU.tary 
government• tbera were IMDY examplQ before the Mai cm Var. Neverthela11 
the Mexican War la of prime importance in examples of military government 
before the Civil War. 
Several areas of occupation during and after the War with Mexico 
reaulted in the eatabliahment of military gove'n111!18nt; General Zachary 
Taylor in a.orthern Mexico, General Steven Kearney in New Mexiao, Commodores 
John Sloat and llobert. Stockton, and John C. Pr4mont in California, ancl 
40 
General Wt.afield Scott in various Me:xican cities including Mexico City. 
The moat aignificant of these aa far u miU.tary sovenmmt ta concerned 
vaa that exerctaed by General Scott anc1 bia iaauance of Gerun:al Order 20 
at Tampico on fabruary 19, 1847. '?hie order indicated the inadequacies of 
the Article• of Var in dealing with the civilian population and the pumeh• 
ment of crime• that would ordinarily be dealt with by tha regular civil 
court• iu time of peace; but which now did not exiat due to the general 
41 
collapse of civil government in areas occupied by u. s. forces. To 
39. !2!!!· i pp. 37-40. 
40. Ibid., PP• 45·85. 
41. Ceneral Order 20, Article 1 through 5 Headquarter• of the Ar:rq 
aa reproduced in u.s. Historical Experience, Appendix A.6. pp. 469·471, and 
hereafter referred to aa G.o. 201 llalph H. Gabriel, ".American lxperience 
with Military Government," American Historical B.eview, Vol. 49, (July, 
1944). p. 635. 
1.5 
42 
remedy the aituatlon " ••• a supplemental code was absolutely needed': Thia 
supplemental code embodied the concept of military government b•f.ng eatab-
U.ahed even though the term used vu martial law: 
••• mattial law [;eally military governmenO la hereby declared. 
aa a aupplamental code tn. and about. all campa, poata and 
hoap1tala which may be occupied by any part of the foi'Cea of 
the United Statu, in Mexico, and 1n. and about all columns. 
eacorte, COILVOY•• guard• and detacbme'l\ta. of the •aid forcea, 
Vb.ile engaged 1n 'naecuting the exiatiug var in, and against 
the aaid republic. 
The moat blportaut aspect of tmplenmltlng thf.• military government was 
the military commieat.on. Por th• purpose of trying and punishing enumei-· 
ated offenses "•.,.it ia ordered. that all offender1, ••• ahall be promptly 
44 
aei&ed ancl confined, .trul raportecl1 for crial, before Military Cosnmia1iona. 0 
Thia ¥48 the first inetanca of the term military coamd.aaion being u1ed for 
the purpoae of trying civlltau. Hi.U.tary comm111iou generally means a 
boarcl of off1cara with the power to try and aentence ctvtU.ana as well aa 
mi.U.ta'C)' penoa.el. Declslonl vere subject to 1:eviev by the commanding 
45 
gaeral of tba convening authority, only. These military cormnl1alon.e 
aDc1 thoae eatal>liabed under mf.1:1.tary govermnnt ln the South during hos• 
tllittu were invoked aa agenciu adminJ.atartng international law. In 
General Order 20, aa ln aubaequeat orders, th.,- were to be "appointed. 
42. c.o. 20. Article 6. 
43. G.O. 20, Article 8. 
44. G.O. 20. Article 10. 
45. Daugherty, Andrews, u.s. IU.etorlc.al Exper:leuce, p. 106. 
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46 
governed ancl limited" :ln accordance wf.th the article• of war. the term 
11.d.U.tary com:d.aa1on waa alao uaed ln area of the United Statea during the 
C1v11 War where martial law ba4 been declared. Many biatorlau have mada 
no di1tf.nctl0\\ betweeu the. military eomnlasiona uaed under the•• two typa 
of military jurltclf.ctioa. According to one legal writer. the term m111tary 
commt11ton ahould be reael'ftd fol' the aituatioa where martial law and not 
47 
military government prevails. ''The iad1acriminate appellate of military 
comm111ion to both 1ituatiou by th• courta1 u well aa legal writer• and 
rd.U.tary comaudera 1 baa ruulted in tremend.oua confuaion in the caa .. and 
48 
texta.0 From th11 !du tt woul4 appear that lt 1• 111Con:ect to uae the 
term m1U.tat:y commtaalot\ in Cot:meCltion wt.th ld.U.tuy goverwnt. ltowevt.1."t 
I have dona 10 realizing the valid argument• aa stated abOV'a ead acknowledging 
that m1U.tary commlaatou under martial law and military connf.a1tcnus under 
military government are governed by different hocli .. of lava i.e •• for martial 
49 
law tt i• auntclpal law and for military government it l• international law. 
46. o.o. 20,.A.rtlcle 11. 
47. theodon Mlllu, "I.elation of Hilitm:y to Civil and Admlniatrative 
Tribunal• in Tine of War, 0 Ohio State Uniyeraity Law .Joumal, Vol, 7 (March, 
'"'''"'"~'~.41); 193•198, 
48, .!!!.!!•• ••• footnote 10 ou page 193. 
49. Department of the AnrJ, Dictionan !f. United St1tea liE!!!1,. Terma, 
p. 235. !he cunent Aft11 d.ic.tionary deaignatee military comi•ai.ona as 
operatins under both military g011erament and martial law without diattn~ 
guiehina the 4lffer-=u1 
Military Commt••ioa .. A court convened by military authority for 
the trial of persona not usually subject to military law who are 
charged with violatiou of the law• of war; and f.n places subject 
to .S.U.tary govenment or •rtial law for the trial of such per•ou 
when. charged with violations of proclamations, ordinance•, and 
valid domestic civil and crilninal law of the territory concerlled. 
17 
The military comd.e•lou W•r• an inovatiou to American hi1tory. Th• present 
provost c:ourta and. military commie11on widely ueed durlng an4 after the 
.50 
Civil Wu at• from Ceneral Order 20. 
Scott'• Ol'der led to a •Y•t• leaving actual rule in the band• of 
Mmd.cau, but makiug them i-eapoulble to military COUllMlD.den. tack of 
puecmuel was the l'U80D for thi•• but tt workecl wall. M1U.tary government 
vae iavolved lu matters 1uch aa " .. ,pubU.c aafety. pu.bU.o health. public 
finance. economic nhab11itat1on, and the e1tabli1bment of econoad.c con• 
51 
trola to alleviate suffering and prevent uuneceaaary hariahtp." These 
actlvitlee todayvou14 be u1oc1ate4vitb civil affair• ..smtniatrat:lon .. 
Ge:neral Scott 1ueceaef ully obtained. public order and cooperation from the 
52 
local populace. 
At the outbreak of hoetiU.tf.u io 1861• th& le11ona learned and 
53 
experiencu gained froa the Haican War bacl mt been fully appreciate4. 
Polictea. cloctriua, guJ.delinea, anc1 eve resulatiou on mllitary occupa• 
ti.on coulcl have been formulated but were not. It 1• not surprl•ins, the1:a-
fore. tba~ much coafusf..oll meted tu regard to what 11111.tuy sovemmnt wa1 
anc1 the role le wae to play ln the aecedec:l •tatu. Since ao 11ttl• ba4 
been doue ef.114• Getteral Order 20 at Tampico, the federal cOlllllUlden were 
so. Gabriel, "Amed.ca:o. lxparlenee with MiU.ury Covanwent," .American 
ltf.atorical levf.ew. p. 635 • 
.Sl. DaugUrty, Andr••• UtS• Historical §!perience, p. 8.5. 
52. Ibid. 
53. Daqherty, Andrews, u.s. Biatortcal §!nrienca, p. 94. 
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their own bo11e1 upoD occupation With only their experiences as fi•ld 
comanden to draw upon. Aa •uch1 then wera wide-rangiq mauifeatatlou 
of actioa taken in governing conquered areaa of the confederacy. A more 
U.beral vi• waa exemplified by Major General George B. McClellan, com• 
manding the AnrJ of the Potomac, wd.tf.ng to 1re1ideat Lincoln in July1 
1862. IQ the letter he aatd that property taken for military use ahould 
be paid for. pillage 1houlct be conaidered aa a blgb •rimet offemsive 
bebavf.or toward citt.eu promptly rebuked. mf.U.tuy atteat not tolerated 
except in areaa of active hoatllitf.••• act oaths not demanded. lie con• 
elucted1 "Military government should be coufined to the preaervation of 
S4 
public orcler amt the protection of poU.tloal right•.,. In ccmt:ratt to 
theae viewt were tho•• of Major General John c. rdmout f.n Mieaow:i ad 
Major General Beo.jain r. Butler f.n Louialana. lutlu and '1.'emnt favored 
treating all ConfederatP u criminal• &11d not bellf.gereuta 1 and aho con-
5.5 
f t.acating their property a!l4 freeiug their alavea without compenaat::lon. 
Prea14ent Lincoln in Septemb•I'• 1861ipromptly revob.d an order of General 
lremont• commanding the Western Depa~t with beaclquuter• at St. Louie. 
'the orcler threatened aumary .-cud.cna of rebel• aa4 the emancipatioa of 
56 
thet'C' .1 ..... 
Amore pertinent caae of ad.lit"Y government and how a commander 
54. ~·• PP• 94·951 quoting .from letter of George I. McClellan to 
frealdent Lincobt. 
SS. Ibid,, p. 95. 
S6. Ib&d,, P• 97. 
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should not act le typified in General Butlu in H• Orleans. lutlu vu 
eatab111hed aa military governor of Louisiana 011 Hay 1, 1862. Be reserved 
· ... , 
for b.lmaelf the right to make declaiou in all criminal caa• and f.n any 
ctvf.1 cue involving a political quution. Often deciaiou would be made 
v1tho11t the formality of a trial. The moat notorious case involved a 
cltil:en who pulled down a Union flag that had befnl boleted over City Hall 
by Admiral ranagut who occupied the city, but two daya before legal 
occupation of the city began undei' Butler. Be vaa tried by a m1U.tary 
comt11ion for 0 treaaontt ad two daya later executed, after the procaaclinga 
57 
ware revi•ecl an4 approved. by Butler. Another otnme action which 
finally resulted. tn Butler'• removal vu the famoua Ceneral Order 28, iaaued 
;.; ; 
in reply to the fut that Bev Orleau women voulcl-"' of ten insult um.on aoldf.era 
on the atreet: 
o•it la now ordered that bereaft• when any female ahall, by 
vord• geetun, or movement. f.nault or ahow contempt for any 
officer or aoldier of the United Stat••• ebe ahall be regarded 
ncl bald liable to be trutecl .. a woman of the town plying her 
avocatton.58 
Thia order, implying prostitution to the c1ie-har4 1outhemwomen of Hew 
Orleans, raiaect •protest heard all the way to London. Out of nece1alty, 
Secretary of War Staton tu June. 1862 appointed Colonel George r. Shepley, 
a eubordtute of Butter to be military governor of toui11ana; however, 
57. .D!!•t PP• 102·103. 
58. a.o. 28, Headquarter• Department of the Gulf• a cttecl ia u.s. 
Biatorical §xpffience, p. 1021 u.s. War Departaent, ~War .!!!. !!!.! .!!-
belli!!Jh Official Records !! !!!! UniOtt and qopf ederate Armies (Wubington, 




Butler vu uot demoted, but only transferred. Thi• 4ou not 1ll841l tbat 
Butler'• tenure dtcl mt have tome good featuru. Ba cleaned up the city 
60 
phyalcally an.cl fiacally. OU biatoriaD baa not one untdn4 wor4 for 
Butler tn New Orleans, arul ~eee.nta of him • picture u one embodying tha 
61 
beat example of a alllt•i"Y goveruor during the war• There l'emlna much 
controver•y aurrouudirag Butler•• acttou. Another more recent u1e1ament 
of Butler•• acUOll reachillg a mote proper concluaion. etatu, 11 ••• The 
Butler regime in New Orleans, in 1pU:e of •o. acellat featurM, bu 
remained a.otorioua f ot the evil• which finally cauaecl the general to be 
62 
rellem." After Butler•• int.U.tuy sovemmeat in Bev orteau waa 
ehallaged, th6 Suprw Court 111 aupportlng the m1Utuy afflft\edi 
In 1u.ch oaa., the conquering power baa a right to cU.aplace tilt 
pre-existing authority and to as1um to aucb an extent u lt 
may deem proper the exerciaa by itself of all the power• and 
functloa of sovermaent •••• There la no limit to the powera that 
may be exerclaed in such ~r· •ave tboae which are found in 
the lawa and uaaau of war. 
Au example of •t~ly hal'eh aru1 uo.wiae action taken by a commanding 
officer in the field waa that of Major Ceneral John. Pope, then commaading 
the Union Army of Virgtnia f.n July, 1862. Ba f.•aue4 proolamationa effecting 
S9. u.s. Historical l!g>!rience, P• 103. 
60. .D.!!•t p. 104& Carpenter, eual ~port, pp. 492-494. 
61. Carpenter, &!!!!1 Rapgrt, PP• 492-497. 
61. Ca1rd.e11 ".Amerlean lxperience with HJ.U.tary Govni.unent," Am!Tlcan 
gtatgrical !eyiew• p. 637. 
63., Magoon 11 &soon'• ltepqrt~, p. 151 citlq Hew Or:leant .!.! Steamehip 
Comr;nY1 zo wa11., PP• 387·394. 
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the followings mald.ng civilians behind tho Union lines responsible for 
damage. done by guerrillas, giving citizens an opportunity to take an oath 
of allegiance which, if taken and later violated, meant death to the 
individual concerned. lf they refused to take the oath, they were to be 
sent into Confederate held areas, and if they returned they were to be 
64 
regarded es spies. The main objection to bis orders was not their 
severity, but the fact that a military commander may set himself up es a 
65 
judge and jury in matters involving treason. He argued military 
necessity justified his actions. Historians, however, have declined to 
66 
support his contention. 
hom the above Glt61'f1Ples, one may deduce that there were many quas• 
tiono facing miU.ta:ey eomnanders as they occupied a newly taken area of 
the Confederacy• Bow should militarJ government function. and how much 
authority• if o:ny • should be delegated to the civilian authorities? Bow 
should the Arrrry deal with slaves, private property, and the citizens• some 
of whm vere loyal and others disloyal? Yhat could the coamanding officer 
do to re-establish public facilities that had been damaged or destroyed by 
tha ravages of war? Every occupying commander en: military governor had to 
foxmulate his p!>U.cy and give it practicable form. This form, dependent 
upon the personality and training of the officer, might reflect mild con• 
64. Dsugherty,Andrews 1 u.s. Uistorical 1?5Perience, PP• 97-98. 
65 •. ~·• P• 98. 
66. Ibid., citing John Coclman Rooer • .!b.!l lu:m-l under l.2.w! (New York, 
1881) 1 PP• 10•11. 
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c1liation1 rigid justice, or brutal subjugation. Since Anry regulations 
and the.Articles of War still·wera inadequate, aa indicated in General 
Orde-r 20, officers ware obliged by ignorance to ignore international lav 
or wore forced to ob~ain deep coamentar!es on the subject which they were 
67 
frequently unable to digeBt• From tbia situation, erose such actions 
as that S.n Nev Orleans. 
Growing directly out of thin confusion was General Order 100, lnstrns• 
' 
tion for Sh! Government af Armies s! l!1!,. United States ,!a th@ Field. Pres:t• 
dent Lincoln appointed a commission in 1862 to prepare a code for the Army 
wbf.ch resulted in Genei'al Order 100. lt was largely the work of Dr. Franz 
Lieber, Professor of Biatory•andPolitical Science at Columbia. Liebet''s 
work was revised by a board of officers in the Army under the chairmanship 
68 
of Major General B. s. llitchcock before taking its final form. It became 
influential in shapiug the rules for occupational foret\S in later treatioeo 
69 
on the subject. 7i1e code was mild and humanitarian in spirit. It is 
interesting to note that Lieber had a son killed fighting for the Confederacy 
70 
and another wounded fighting f.or the Union. Besides the rules on 
belligerent occupttt:lon,. the code contains vrovisiono on such subjects as the 
67. · Frank Friedel, "General Orders 100 and Military Governmento" 
Mioeinsippt !alley !J!stod.cal Review, Vol. 32, (March, 1946) 1 P• S41. 
68. Ibid.; Daugherty1 Andrews, u.s. ;ttiJ!torieq~ !!nerience, PP• 95-96. 
69. Birkh1'1ler, Marti.cl Law .!!12 Militou Ggfernment, P• 27. 
70. Daugherty, .Andrews, .Y!!:. Historic.al 1¥eerience, eee note on 
page 9S. 
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treatment of wounded and prisoners, the conduct of fighting, and the status 
71 
of guerrilla fighting. Article I refers to military occupation in belli• 
gerent territory aa reeulting in martial law and not military governmsnt. 
A place, dietrict or country occupied by an enemy stands, in con• 
sequence of the occupation, under the martial law of the invading 
or occupying army, whether any proclamation declaring martial law, 
or any public warning to the inhabitants. has been ieaued or not. 
Martial law is the immediate and direct effect and consequence of 
occupation or conquest. The presence of a hostile army proclaima 
ita martial law.7Z 
The above article established military government through belligerent right 
and was not martial law, in the meaning we now assign to it. It would be 
more proper to substitute the term martial rule in the above article. Upon 
occupation, the commanding officer must, before appointing a military gov-
ernor or setting up any machinery for a temporary government, deal with 
situations that need immediate attention. Such a situation existed in New 
Orleans when Admiral Farragut took the city and ruled two days before Butler 
arrived and instituted military government. Certainly during these two days 
the city wu under martial rule. Therefore, any area of occupation imnediately 
comes under martial rule (Martial law in General Order lOO~witb military 
government quickly to follow. These instructions ware published for "informa-
tion of all concerned" rather than as orders and their interpretation varied 
73 
greatly from one commander to another. Lieber's code did not, therefore, 
71. Graber, !!l!, Development of ~ 2f Belliserent Occupation, p. 15, 
for an evaluation of the Lieber code see above pp. 14•19. 
72. G.O. 100, Article 1, War Department Adj. General's Office, as 
reproduced in Historical E!J?erience, Appendix A9, pp. 475•498. Also found 
in Official Records, Series III, Vol. 13, pp. 148·164. 
73. Ibid. 
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end the confusion and divergence. The famous General Butler, commanding 
in Norfolk after issuance of G.O. 100, functioned wholly within the letter 
of its provisions. Yet bis enemies charged that his dictatorial regime 
74 
enriched the pockets of his Massachusetta cohorts. 
During hostilities, the~e were some examples of both mild and effec• 
tive military government. Such was the case of Andrew Johnson in Tennessee. 
In March, 1862, be had been appointed as military governor of bis native 
state, and his policies, even upon the threat of invasion by Confederate 
forces in their offensive of November, 1862 against Nashville. did not 
change for the worse. He bad proved to be a wise and able military gover-
75 
nor. As a general observation, military government during hostilities 
in the Civil War was "absolute, paternalistic, and in substantial measure 
76 
effective in meeting. through trial and error, the needs of the time." 
This is certainly a compliment to the American military commanders given 
this job with so little tangible instructions. After the war was over, 
military commanders and military governors in the South faced a new chal• 
lenge, and whether military control was as effective and proper as during 
the war must be judged with different criteria. 
74. Frank Freidel, "General order 100 and Military Government," 
Mississippi Valley Historical Review, p. SS3. 
75. Daugherty, Andrews, U.S. Historical l!!xperience, pp. 100·101. 
76. l!?.!!l· t p. 110. 
CHAPTER II 
MILl'lAB.Y OCCUPATION '1l RICHMOND 
APB.IL, lUSTOMARCU, 1M7 
Initial Establishment of Military 0overnment 
April and M.ay1 1865 
On Monday, April 3, 1865, at approximately 8:15 A.M. Union forces 
1 
entered the burning city of JU.chmond. A fire was started intentionally 
on orders of the fleeing Confederate COlllDS.nder to prevent cotton and 
tobacco from falling into the hands of the federal government. However, 
the fire raged out of control, and leaping from building to building 
quickly consumed the business district surrounding Main Street. 'l'he 
first order of business was evldent to Major General tJeitzel, commanding 
troops occupying Richmond. He issued orders to Major General Charles 
Devins to extinguish the fire. Brigadier General Edward H. Ripley, of 
Devin•s command, comnanded troops and civilians pressed into service to 
accomplish this end. Ripley reported the fire checked by midnight of 
2 
April 3. The remnants of civil government in the city of Richmond had 
by this time completely disintegrated. One of the last official acts of 
1. Official Records, Series I, Vol. 46. Part 3, P• 509, quoting a 
telegram of Major General Weitzel. 
2. Edward H. llipley. Capture.!!!!! Occupation 9! Richmond (New York, 
1907), P• 11. 
26 
the city government was the order directing the destruction of all liquor 
3 
in the city to prevent d1.'Unkenness of mobs after evacuation. A brief 
entry in the City Council minute book of April 3 indicates the reality 
of military occupation, ''The city was on this day occupied by the United 
4 
States forces and the council did not, therefore, meet." Although facts 
surrounding the surrender of Richmond are none too clear from contemporary 
accounts, the formal surrender had been authorized by the City Council on 
April 2 when the fall of Richmond wae imminent. It is certain that Mayor 
Joseph Mayo tendered the surrender of the city on the 3rd. The exact 
location of the ceremony is unsettled, but there were probably two occa• 
sions of the surrender; one occurring on the outskirts of the city before 
federal forces entered• and the other occurring at the foot of .Capitol 
s 
Square after occupation had taken effect. With military occupation of 
Richmond came the proclamation of martial law. the appointment of 
Brigadier General G. F. Sheply as Military Governor. and a.provost guard 
3. Minutes of .the Richmond City Council, Virginia State Library. 
April 2, 1865. 
4. Ibid. 1 April 3, 1865• 
S. Ripley, Capture and Occuaation ,g! Richmond• p. 9; Godfrey 
Weitzel, *'Entry of the United States Forces Into Richmond. Virginia, 
April 3, 18651 (iind th~ Calling Together of the Virginia Legislature 
and Restoration of the Same," Richmond Civil War Centennial Comnittee, 
n.p. Both 1U.pley1s and Weitzel's.accounts place the surrender in the 
city. Among other accounts portraying the surrender as occurring out• 
side the city is the one of the Dail>: Whig, April 6, 1865. 
27 
6 
to police the city. By these actions, military government in Richmond 
was established. Other steps were taken to restore order to the riot 
torn city. Citizens were warned to stay off the streets, no person was 
allowed to leave the city without a pass, and soldiers were commanded to 
. 
abstain from "any offensive or insulting words or gestures towards the 
7 
citi2ens.•• Plundering and unwarranted search of homes by soldiers was 
8 
also forbidden. 
The :lnmediate problems facing the military authorities were 
enormous. Much of the city was a smoldering ruin. Supply of gas and 
water had been completely disrupted due to the disorganization and damage 
caused by the fire. Much of the population, which upon occupation on the 
3rd numbered approximately 20,000 equally divided between white and 
colored, were without food or money. There were no fire or police depart• 
ments. the Alt11S Bouse had been severely damaged by an explosion during 
the fire. Drunken mobs, which bad pillaged the city before the first 
federal forces came up Kain Street• were still loitering about the city. 
Many of these were convicts freed from the state penitentiary in the 
confusion. l':lve thousand Confederate wounded and an additional l,000 
6. Order issued from Headquarters Detachment Army of the Jmnes April 3, 
1865 by command of Major General Weitzel, appearing in the Daily Whig, 
April 4 1 1865. 
7. !J!!!!• ; Aleo order issued from Headquarters Military Governor of 
Richmond• April 3, 1865, Da:tlx llhig, April 4, 1865. · 
8. Headquarters Military Governor of Richmond, April 31 1665, Dail;z 
mtig, April 4, 1865. 
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9 
able bodied prisoners were taken into custody. Describing the confused 
sight, General Weitzel later wrote: 
••• when we entered Richmond we found ourselves in a perfect 
pandemonium .... fire and explosions in all directions; whites 
and blacks, either drunk or in the highest state of excite• 
ment, running to and fro on the streets, apparently engaged 
in pillage or in saving aome of their scanty ef f ecta from 
the fire, it was a yelling, howling mob.10 
On .April s. by C0'1!11\Bnd of Major General Weitzel and Brigadier General 
Shepley, an elaborated governmental structure was established for the city. 
General Weitzel delegated authority to General Shepley to deal with " ••• every• 
11 
thing relating to civil administration in lichmond •••• " A Provost Marshal 
system was organized with the city divided into four districts• each with a 
corrimander whose duty it was to preserve order, register residents. and 
administer oaths of allegiance to those desiring it. The Quartermaster 
Corps was ordered to furnish labor and material necessary to provide gas 
and water. The fire department was organized under the direction of General 
Ripley. A Relief Commission was named under a military president, but with 
two local citizens assigned to it to provide relief for the city•a destitute. 
''Loyal persons" were allowed to open hotels and restaurants under licenses 
9. Official lteco5ds, Series I, Vol. 46, Part 3, PP• 574•575, Communi• 
cation of Assistant Secretary of War Dana to Secretary of War Stanton. 
April S, 1865. 
10. Weitzel, "Entry of the United States Forces Into Richmond," n.p. 
11. Ibid. 
29 
granted by the Provost Marshal General of the Department of Virginia. 
However, no place ttof any description" was allowed to sell intoxicating 
beverages, and any person found selling or giving such to a Union soldier 
was to be summarily punished. There being no criminal courts• a military 
commission was convened for the "trial of aggravated offenses... Also, 
the commanders "respectfully invoked" the aid of the citizens of lichmond 
12 
to restore to the city "its peace and prosperity." General Shepley 
authorized details of colored troops supplementing the civilian f :tre 
13 
brigade to clear away ruins and debris in the burnt district • 
. . 
Dul'ing the early days of occupation in Bicbmond• and throughout April, 
military government in atchmond was rather extensive. Lee surrendered on 
April 9 and the last Confederate Army to surrender was that of General Kirby 
Smith at Galveston, Texas, June 2. Therefore• military government wns 
initially established in Richmond during hostilities and, at least theoreti• 
cally, was governed by the rules of belligerent occupation according to 
L1eber*s famous General Order 100 issued two years previous. Among other 
methods of control, the device of issuing permits and passes to the citizens 
was extensively used in April. 0Permits tor operation and carrying on 
business 1.n Richmond" were issued from April 7 to April 20. ''Miscellaneous 
permitstt were issued from April 6 to April 16 granting pexmission to do 
Ii. Official Rec2£d§, Series 1, Vol. 51, Part 1, PP• 1210·1211, 
Headquarters u.s. Forces, April 5, 1865. 
13. Datl:z Uhia, April 6, 1865. 
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such things as 11to fish in the James ru.ver" and "to Bell a Case of Fruit 
Lemonade.n "Marketing Passes" were iosued from April 8 to April 16 and 
1ti.'asoes to Travel" from April 8 to April 15. After the middle of the 
month, the restrictions imposed by permits and pasoes were sen.orally 
14 
abandoned. 
lillnediately following the 3rdt lU.ohmond'o population began to in• 
ci:ease rapidly. 'lhe report of the President of the 1.elief Commission. on. 
April 21 gives some idea of the magnitude of the crisis faced by the 
authorities through these first weeks of occupation! 
· the great difficulties existing in regard to furnishing eaploy• 
ment in a captured and bnlf burnt city, the danger of fostering 
a spi~it of idle vagabondiom, the throngs of negroes recently 
freed, who have come frcm their homes in the country to add to 
the starving mouths in tcmn, and the large number of disbanded 
soldiers, paroled prisoners of war, vho have also flocked to 
JU.cbmond, all have compU.cated• in some degree its Q:he Coanis• 
sion1S] operations. It is believed, howevor, that the pressing 
wants of this varied population have been relieved, though, of 
course, only temporarily.15 
The Coamiseion reported that 128,132 issues of rations had been ma.de from 
16 
April 3 to Arril 21, distributed to 0 probably" 1.51000 peraons. Coal and 
wood seized as property of the Confederacy were likewise distributed. Two 
llh Accounts and Oetho 1665, Provost Marshal District of Henrico, 
National Archives, Washington, D. c., Record Group 98, Vol. 240. All 
volumes hereafter cited frQU'l the National Al:chives will be froa\ Record 
Group 98 (State of Virginia). 
15. Official Records, Series 11 Vol. 46, Part 31 p. 884. 
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Confederate operated hospitals were put at the disposal of tho lalief 
Comniss1on for the poor. !he Quartermaster Department provided employ• 
ment for 300 women in the way of sewing. Because of the scarcity of food, 
particularly among the refugees and freedmen arriving each day, the mili• 
toey encouraged fisbing·in the James liver. A local paper ccmnented, 
''Fishing ts now the employment and pastime of hundreds of persons who . 
have been throw out of employment.or deprived of a.substatence by the 
17 
fire. 11 -.rbe u.s. Army. Coum1·s·Garl.es in the city began. on April 24 to 
issue to all citi=en.s eighteen ounce los\tes of bread at "six and c quarter 
18 
centa. 0 In addition to the official Relief COl'lldssion sponsored 
directly by the military authorities, there were private Commissions 
working closely vtth the army, the chief among these being the U.S. 
Christian Commission which entered llith the occupying forces on .April 3. 
7hey worked closely with tha local Y.M.C.A. as well ao church leaders of 
19 
the city. Another active commission sent 500 barrels of flout' to be 
20 
distributed to the hungry. ln addition to rations supplied by the u.s. 
· Az:rrrit captured rations were also distributed during the first week.a of 
17. DailX Whis• Ap1!'1l 22. 1865. 
18. Official Records, Serieo 1, Vol. 46, Part 3• PP• 882•883, 
Report of Relief Conmiosion. 
19. Ibid., P• 740, Coamunication from Agent of u.s. Christian 
Commission to Weitzel, April 13, 1855. 
20. Daily lVhis, April 181 1865. 
21 
occupation by the private commissions. 
32 
Immediately upon occupation, Military Governor Shepley ordered all 
movable property of the Confederacy to be turned over to the Provost 
22 
Marshal 1 s Office. 'lb.a large number of Confedcn'ate hospitals in Richmond 
were put to use by the occupation army. The most important hospitals that 
were so used were Chimborazo, Howard's Grove, Jackson, Louisiana, Stuart, 
and Winder. Stuart General (renamed Camp Winthrop) was used as a post 
hospital through 1865 and Howard's Grove was designated aa a Union Smallpox 
llospital. Winder and adjacent Jackson hospitals were used as an encampment 
23 
A neighborhood resident after the war reminisced• ''When the 
Yankees came to Richmond in large numbers, ••• they were housed at Camp Winder, 
but they played a dirty trick on the denizens of the neighborhood by changing 
24 
the name of Winder to Camp Grant." !he famous prisons of Richmond• in• 
eluding Libby and Castle Thunder as well as the state penitentiary, also came 
under the administration of the u.s. Army. Likewise the Governor's Mansion, 
the State Capitol, the White Bouse of the Confederacy, City Hall, the City 
21. Veitzel, "Bntry of the United States Porces Into Richtnond," n.p. 
22. General Order 21 Headquarters Military Governor of l.icbmond• 
April 3• 1865• appearing in the DailX ~t April 4, 1865. 
23. Robert w. Waitt1 Jr., Confederate Militai.:x gospitala ,!s Richmond (Jllcbmond, 1964), PP• 19•24. . . 
24. E. L. Ryan, "Camp Winder and Camp Grant," typewritten reminiscences 
from the Valentine Museum in Richmond, n.p., n.d. 
33 
Alms Bouse, the city police stations, the city ja:f.11 and other state and 
25 
city real estate were temporarily placed under direct military control. 
these properties were used as residences for General Officers, head• 
quarters, storehouses, dispensaries, Provost Marshal's offices, and 
billets, as well as for other purposes.- Private property;i which had been 
captured, was ordered to be turned in to the Quartermaster or Provost 
26 
M.arshal1a Office so that it could be forwarded to the owners. 
'?he 11maediate problem of providing employu:aent, feeding and. con• 
trolling the. freedmen was squarely faced by the 'military authcrrities.. A 
newspaper announcement to "the unemployed poor of DJ.chmond" in the Dail'X 
Whig stated that assistance to the poor was not permanent and that all 
colored men could "• ufind work, shelter and food on application to the 
27 
Assistant Quartermaster at the steamboat wharf.-.... Brigadier General 
M. a. Patrick, Provost Marshal for the Department of Virginia called 
attention to Richmond's 4th District Provost Marshal Comnander1 Major 
Charles Warren, in the instructions on the same day: 
Any colored man who refuses to labor either for his civil 
elllployer or for the Quartermaster Department will be sent 
to Lt. Col. Ordway [commanding the city prisons] e.nd labor 
in the street sans• ••• Cou are also instructed to] secure 
a suitable building in your District to keep under guard 
the colored women and children now without employment feed• 
25. "Official Directory." Daily Whig, April 17, 1865. 
26. General Order 391 Headquarters Department of Virginia. April 131 
1865. National Azchives, Vol. 98311 
27. Da:U;z Whith April 19• 1865. 
ing them ... [on rations] ••• and giving notice that you have 
women to hire out as servants. Those who are willing to 
work in families for at least ••• tbree months, '1al be re• 
leased and registered, with their employers •••• 
34 
The difficulty of feeding the destitute of Richmond was made acute by 
certain actions of the Treasury Department. Treasury agents by the end 
of April were already at work gaining privileged positions. The mili• 
tary authorities in lU.cbmond com.plained to Washington that because of 
the special permits required by the Treasury Department on'11'18rchants 
selling food, wood and coal, the people were not being supplied with the 
necessaries even though in some cases they had the money. Major General 
29 
11. v. lfalleek, comnand1ng the Military DJ.vision of the James, wrote 
to Secretary of War Stanton: 
It is now perfectly evident that these agents are resolved 
that 110 one should buy or sell even the necessaries of life 
except through themselves or their favorites. This is in• 
creasing the price of provisions. Cornmeal, the only food 
of most of the colored population, bears a higher price today 
than under rebel rule. I know of no better system of robbing 
the people and driving tliem to utter desperation.30 
Treasury agents were not en innovation to the South in connection wf.th 
28. Passes District Eastern Virginia, April 19, 18651 National 
Arcbives, Vol. 236, Book 587. 
29. Raphael :P. !hain; Ccmp., !!&Aitaey peosaplrz .2' the United 
Sta£es (Washington, 1881) t P• 21. The Military Division of the James 
included parts of Maryland, Virginia and North Carolina and existed from 
April 19• 1865 to June 27• 1865 undm: the COl!BlUind of Major -General B• w. 
Halleck. 
30. Official Eecords, Series I, Vol. 46, Part 3, P• 1072, Hay 3, 
1865. 
35 
military government. 'they had caused much havoc in Memphis in 1862 by 
31 
their speculation activities in cotton• !he protest of Halleck was in 
vain. Secretary Stanton wrote back, ''Hy efforts to relieve the people 
32 
from the oppression of the 'lreasuey agents ••• are exhausted... !he 
activities of the Treasury agents in Richmond in .April and May were* 
therefore, outside of the jurisd:lctton of the Department of Virginia 
commander. As f.n the rest of the South. the regulation of trade by 
~easury agents was ... ,.the economic side of the military government and 
33 
vas exercised from Washington. thus supersedJ.ns the coamanders." 
Administration of military government vao made difficult by the 
sudden attraction to lichm.ond of several war-wearied groups. Statistics 
from contemporary sources on the :l.nf lux of peoples into the city are 
scattered and often contradictory. Major Ceneral a. o. c. Ord. cOlllDtlnding 
the Department of Virginia, estimated on April 19 between two and three 
hundred Confederates urivil1g :1n IU.chmond every day to give themselves up. 
Ord was paroling these men and eending them home. He was also encouraging 
the d4stitute to leave the cityi and in some cases, supplying transporta~ion 
34 
out of Richmond by rail and ambulances. Although the Provost Marshal was 
31. Ralph a. Gabriel• "American Experience with MUitnry Covermnent,tt 
M!ricl!,n Political Science Rfi:tew, Vol. 37 (June, 1943), PP• 430-432. 
32. Officia\ Record!, Serles 1. Vol. 46, Part 31 P• 1131• May 11, 1865. 
33. Carpenter, Annual lleport, P• 479 • 
. 34. Official Records, Series I, Vol• 46, Part 3, PP• 835, 961. 
ordered to grant no pusea to citizens from the North to come to tbe city 
e¥Cept on orders from the lTee:lde.nt, the Secretary of war, L:1eutenont 
35 
General Orant1 or the Department Camuandar1 this order was ltu'Jffectt.ve. 
Sf.a days late &am the PJ:ovost Haraha11e Office came a nqueot to the 
War ~ to limit passes for JU.ehmond because, "• •• ~ boat brings 
from the North persons on business.•. [ifho are] often very lndisci:eet in 
36 
their conduct." !hue, IX'eaaury asente• wtlers. Qnd sightseers flocked 
to tu.cbmndt as well ae did freetttacm, ez.confederatos, white refugeea• 
end the fedei"al fo?.'Ces• tncluding not only the regula~ occupation fo::ces, 
but: also thouuande Of ta:oopa paaalns thi-oush tbe but'nt c:i.ty to be mustered 
out of sctV1ee fm:the:r n.ortb. A comu.n:vativo eatf.m.ate of negroes in tbe 
city by the sumer of 1865 it 30,ooo. of vhich at least half were complete 
37 
stt:qel's to the cs.cy. ibue were at least mi equal . mmiber of vb1te 
cltf.aens. A l!k~ conservattva utimilte of rebel soldiers "mingling ln 
38 
the stre&te" could be set at 10.000. An ostfmated total of at least 
3S.. General Order 37• Beadqua.tera Department of Virginia, April 13, 
1865. lat:lonal .Ateh:tves, Vol. 983. 
36• Off1e14Ji l,9so£dt!• Serf.ea I, Vol. 46, Part 31 PP• 836-837• 
37. John Preston McConnell, ~ .f!a4. lbeir !£e.nt:.meng !a !lrgigis 
'from J§.93. !2 l§.il.· (Pulaski, Virginia• 1910), P• 19. Balleek ostin\4ted on 
Hay 3 that the negro population in Richmond was over 20,000, ••stly ·idle 
and destitute," ggf!cia! l5orru.,, Sert.es l, Vol. 46, Part 3, P• 1073. By 
June 22 -his Mtimate wne between 30,000 and 35.ooo, 9'''.cta& !q_c91:ds, 
Sei-ttts l, Vol. 46, Put 3a P• 1291. 
38. .{lgficlg& lesords, Series I1 Vol. 46, Part 31 P• 1295-. Halleck 
to Stanton, June 261 lSGS. 
37 
70,000 by July, exclusive of federal troops• can thereby be made. bgu• 
lar occupntion forces in Jlicbmond et the end of April, 1865, were reported 
39 
at 2,355. but in addition to this there wore many thousands teuiporarily 
encamped in the vicinity of the city during April and May. 
Opposition to the military government was not tangibly evident in 
April, except in regard to a dispute ovar prayers. General Weitzel 
closed the Bpiscopal churches in the city on orders from Washington because 
the r~tors refused to pray for the President of the United States. During 
the course of the war, lt became a practice to include tho President of the 
Confederacy in tlie prayero of the Episcopal churches of the city. When the 
1Jnion Army occupied tl1e city, it was oriet-ed that the ?resident of the 
United States deserves, ttno less respact than tbey [the BpiscopaliansJ 
40 
proclaimed toward the rebel chief. Jefferson Davis," After much con• 
fusion and protest, the ministers finally acquiesced, but only after tlte 
41 
Btshop of Virginia authorized the change in the prayer book. B..~orcising 
control and intervening in ecclesiastical matters did not begin in 
Richmond, ln Norfollt; General Butler had removed a Presbyterian clergyman 
42 
confining him at rort Hatteras. North Carolina. 
39. Post Returns fOl' licbmond, Virginia, for month ending April, 1865, 
National Archives, )().'g 516. 
40. Official Racorda, Series I, Vol. 46, Part 3, PP• 696•697, 7llt 
736•737; Vol. 51, Part 11 PP• 1212•1215. 
41. Ibid. t Series 11 Vol, 46s Part 3, P• 1010. 
42. Daughuty, Andrews, J!:.§.:. &ator1cal h?$ri£mce, PP• 107•108. 
38 
During .April, there was much progress toward resumption of business, 
reopening of stores, and the restoration ot private property. Individuals 
licensed to do business bad to take an oath of allegiance before resuming 
43 
their business. Between April 7 and April 20, over 500 permits were 
44 
issued for opening and carryina on business in the city. Although hard 
liquor was no longer legally obtainable in the city, the DailX Whig on 
April 17 did advertise the opening of an "Ice Cream Saloon" on Broad 
45 
Street. On April 13, the Department of Virginia commander, Major General 
46 
E. o. c. Ord, arrived in Richmond and assumed the command of General Weitzel. 
43. General Order 4, Headquarters Military Division of the Jam.es, 
April 28, 1865, National Archives, Vol. 1311j. 
44. Accounts and Oaths 1865 Provost Marshal District of Henrico, 
National .Archives, Vol. 240. 
45. Dail'f Whig, April 17, 1865. 
46. Weitzel, ''Entry of the United States l'orces Into Richmond," n.p. 
7he Department of Virginia took form in January, 1865. lt was attached to 
the Division of the James under Halleck1s command on April 19, 1865 (see 
footnote 29). After the Division of the James was discontinued, the Depart• 
ment W'dS attached to the Division of the Atlantic on June 27, 1865. The 
Department continued under this canmand until it merged with the Department 
of the Potomac in August, 1866. Major General B. o. c. Ord ccmnanded the 
Department of Virginia from January 22, 1865 until June 14, 1865 when he was 
succeeded by Major General Alfred a. Terry, see Thian, Mil:ltar_y Geogranh:z 
s!!h! United States. PP• 101•102. Although Weitzel refers to Ord as his 
successor in com:nand of Richmond on April 131 Brigadier General Charles 
Devina was pl.aced 1n command of all u.s. forces in and around the city on 
April 17 with the exception of the 24th Massachusetts Volunteers which 
remained under the direct control of the Department Provost Marshal within 
the city, see General Order 42, Headquarters Department of Virginia. 
April 17, 186St National .Archives. Vol. 983. On April 21. Brigadier General 
r • i. Dent was assigned the title Military Comnander of the City of Jlichmond 
and given command of all troops within the city, see General Order 45, Head• 
quarters Department of Virginia, April 21, 1865, Vol. 983. 
In cormnenting on the rather extensive military government of Richmond 
during hio co1m11.n:m. Weitzel later observed: 
1 do not believe that the unfortunsta people of .Richmond 
ever ue.re aware how near they came to being governed to 
death, afte1!' they were· rescued from destruction by the · 
fire.<+7 
39 
Military government in Richmond was instituted and guided during 
this period by military necessity. Throughout April and May• there was 
little thought or concern for the regular state or local goverment. 
Although 1n fact there existed no loeal government, the ud.U.tary authori• 
ties did make use of certain civilian officials in a limited capacity. 
The .Superintendent of the Gas Works throughout the war, John J. "lry, was 
authorized to begin immediate repair and operation of the badly damaged 
48 
works with the e:ld of a military detail of troops. The Provost Marshal 
appointed regular clerks for two city markets to enable resumption of 
49 
food distribution. !be extent of the activity of tbe few remaining 
officials was clearly at the discretion of the military c~. Mayor 
Joseph Mayo still had an office at City Ball on April 22, but his 
activities were confined to the issuance of pamita for admission to the 
Alms 11.o'.tse. lfb.e perfunctory duty of issuing mrriage licenses vaa also 
50 
allowed the Clerk of the·Hustings Court. 
47. lfeitse11 "Entry of tba 'United States forces Into lichmond,0 n.p. 
48. paux Whig, April 6• 1865. 
49. Ibid., April 26, 1865. 
so. Ibtd. 1 Aprf..1 22, 1865. 
40 
Military Organization and Executive Contro} 
Governor Francia Harrison Pierpont arrf.ved in Richmond on May 25, 
with hie "l.estored Government of Virginia .. which had existed since June, 
1861. This so called Virginia government first existed at Wheeling and 
1n 1863 1 moved to Alexandria. During the war. it bad partial representa• 
tion in the u.s. Congress and had acted as a legitimate state government 
considered competent to consent to the creation of another state from its 
territory, i.e., West Virginia, Pierpont's government was, however, 
ignored by Congress when deemed expedient in order to implement Congres• 
Sl 
sional policies toward the South. Upon Pierpont•s estnblishing resi• 
dence at tha Governor's Mansion, sentiments were expressed :l.n IU.cbmond 
that the military would now share rather extensively their powers with 
the civil authorities and that the complete restoration of the state was 
52 
not far off. Pierpont offered the final hope of civil rather than 
military rule. Already Bicbmondera and Virginians had been disappointed. 
Lincoln had visited the city on April 4 after its occupation. Be con• 
ferred with Judge John A. Campbell, who had been a Supreme Court Justice 
before the war and a member of the Confederate cabinet. During their 
Sl. J. G. Randall, David Donald, The Civil War and Reconst£UCtion 
(Second Ed., Boston• 1961), PP• 236•242, 555, . 
52. Charles H. Ambler, francis JL. Piernont (Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina, 1937), PP• 266•267. 
41 
conversations, Lincoln had agreed to issue orders to allow the regular 
state legislature• not the Pierp~nt government, to convene in llicbmond. 
However, the only purpose of this action was apparently to end hostili• 
ties1 sf.nee Appomattox at that t:lme had not yet occurred. When Lincoln 
53 
got back to Washington, he had second thoughts and his order was revoked. 
With Lincoln's assassination, the chances of self•govermnent being restored 
in·the immediate future grew smaller. Johnson named Pierpont the Provi• 
sional Governor of Virginia on May 9, and hence his arrival in Richmond 
was welcomed as the beginning of the end to military government. Implement• 
-
ing Johnson1a proclamation, General Halleck ordered: 
As soon as the proper civil officers in any county, city or town 
are duly elected or appointed and qualified under the restored 
goverame.nt1 those appof.nted or retained by military a.uthority 
will cease to exercise the functions of their office.54 
Before an election could be organized1 however, Governor Pierpont appointed 
n. J. Saundera as Provisional Manager of the City Gas Works• the City Water 
Works and the City Markets. He was instructed to operate these facilities 
based on the city orc:U:nances of 1860. Saunders was given power to make 
SS 
appointments in these divisions, which be did. Mayor Mayo was also 
reinstated. 
735. 
54. General Order ;, Headqua-rters Military l>iv18:1.on of the James, 
May 181 1865, National .Archives, Vol. 131%. 
SS. Minutes of the lliclmk>nd City Council• Virginia State Library, 
.June 7, 1865. 
42 
On June 9, military government over the entire state was effected 
by dividing the state into seven military commands. The city of lichmond 
and Henrico constituted the District of Henrico with Major General John w. 
56 
Turner assigned as its commander. In July, the town of Manchester was 
57 
included in the District. By this action, there now existed a chain of 
command from llashington to Richmond through which directives and orders 
flowed. lrom the War J>epartment, the Division of the Atlantic and the 
Department of Virginia, the Henrico District Commander received his 
authority to govern the city. 
On July 131 Governor Pierpont ordered an election on July 25 in the 
city of lliclunond, after declaring all city off ices vacant. He appointed 
58 
commissioners to govern the election according to state law. Before 
this, however, General Turner re•appointed D. J • Saunders as Provisional 
59 
Manager of the city. Saunders did not assume all the powers of a mayor 
but was mainly restricted to supervision of the gas and water wol:'ks. Also, 
Turner ordered that all further appointments would come from the Henrico 
District Read.quarters on nomination of Saunders. Nominations were thereby 
56. General Order 69, Headquarters Department of Virginia, June. 9, 
1865• National Archives, Vol. 983. 
57. General Order 891 Headquarters Department of Virginia, July 13, 
1865, National Archives, Vol. 983. 
58. Minutes of B.ichmond City Council, Virginia State Library, July 27, 
1865. 
59. Special Order SO, Headquarters District of llenrico, July S, 1865, 
National Archives, Vol. 76. 
43 
60 
made by Saunders with Turner giving an endorsement of approval. Mayor 
Joseph Mayo had been holdins his Mayor's Court since resllDling office on 
June 7. Turner, howevers did not recognize the Mayor's authority, and 
in a letter to the 4th District Provost Marshal on June 12, stated. "You 
w111 ••• obey no order of Mr. Hayo9 or any coming from any of his aubordi• 
nates, nor allow any of his appointees to exercise any function whatever 
61 
in the affairs of the city." It is evident by these two actions that 
General Turner regarded the Pierpont goverment as a sham. P1erpont1a 
appointment of D. J. Saunders gave way to his re-appointment by the 
Henrico District Conmun:ider.r Mayor Mayo's resumption of his Mayor's Court 
was in line with Pierpont's liberal policy of the immediate restoration 
of local Virginia government, Turner's action evidenced the fact that 
military government was as real in June as it had been in April. When 
Richmond city ordinances and the Virginia Code were used in implementing 
governmental affairs in l1chmond• it was only because they did not con• 
flict with military necessity as determined by the Henrico Commander. 
Appointments by General Turner continued. On June 26, a Board of 
Health was appointed for the city ''with the power to order any person or 
business firm to police their private grounds, or street ••• and to give 
60. ror example, see the nomination and endorsement of persons to 
the position of City Assessor and City Collector• Minutes of Richmond City 
Council, Virginia State Library, July s. 1865. 
61. Passes District Bo.stern Virginia, June 12. 1865, National 
Archives, Vol. 236, Book 587. 
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other instructions or orders" as necessary for the health of the city. 
62 
The board was responsible to the Medical J>irectcn: of the Henrico District. 
One of the most important appointments made by hrner was that of J. N. 
63 
Croft as Chief of Police. Vp to this time, police duty had been done 
by details of troops under the District Provost Commanders. On June 27, 
sixty•three soldiers were ordered to report to Major Croft at the corner 
of 6th and Cary for police duty. They were paid fifty cents extra per 
64 
day. tzbere is no mention of further organization of the fire department 
from the Henrico Headquarters. Newspapers through the summer of 1865 
indicate that the. regular fire brigades trere organized. Bawever, the 
udlitary retained control over the depal'tment .aa indicated in August when 
'lm:ner wrote to Manager Saunders, "t think it would be a. wise precaution 
65 
to let the Chief of the fire Department: overhaul all the engines ...... 
Turner also used his military authority to keep the city clean. Be 
directed the four Provost Marshal Commanders to advertise for twenty•f ive 
laborers to be divided into labor gangs for clearing the streets in each 
district, and with a noncCJlmlisaf.oned officer in charge of each gang. These 
62. General Order 9, Headquarters District. of Henrico, June 26, 1865, 
!lational Arehives1 Vol. 77• 
63. General Order 11, Headquarters District of Benrico1 June 27, 
1865, National Archives, Vol. 77. 
64. Special Order 44, Headquarters District of Benrico1 June 27, 
1865, National Archives. Vol. 76. 
65. Letters Sent• Headquarters District of Uenrico, August 2, 1865, 
National Archives, Vol. 12. 
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workers were to be paid $15.00 per month, and were to be given rations and 
66 
lodging. 
It was obvious to the military authorities as ttlell as to the civilian 
leaders of the city that a temporary source of revenue was necessary to 
put the city back on lts feet 1 especially for the gas and ~ter works. A 
tax on merchants and manufacturers was agreed upon and Richmond citizens 
were appointed as assessors and collectors, all with the endorsement and 
67 
encouragement of Turner. Turner supported the tax and enforced payment 
by threat of arrests evidenced by the following communicat:ton to Saunders: 
You will please instruct the City Assessor that tf any person 
refuses to pay the tax on his city license, to report such 
person and his place of business to this Headquarters with the 
view of having him brought to trial before a Provost Marshal, 
and his place of business closed.68 
rrora July through October, $29.288 was collected and expended for bills, 
69 
ma:f.nly to put the gas works ln operation. Another economic activity of 
the military government in lichmond was the rebulldf.ng of Hayo•s Bridge, 
destroyed in the fire. 1'he bridge was a logistical necessity to the occu• 
pat:t.on forces. Although the Tredegar Iron Works came under control. of the. 
66. Letters and Orders, Headquarters District of Henrico, June 12, 
186S• National .Archives, Vol. 115, Book 251. 
67. Minutes of llicbmond City Coum:il, Virginia State Library, July 8, 
186S. 
68. J.k&a•, August 21 1865. 
69. ,Ibid., "Statement of lece:f.pts and Disbursements from June .to 
October, l86S," October 21, 1868. 
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Treasury Department in J'une, use was made of materials and machinery at 
70 
the works to build the bridge in May. After the bridge had been re• 
built• a lieutenant was assigned to the bridge to superintend the collecting 
71 
of tolls and to keep it in repair. 
Ex•Conf ederate prisoners from the North continued to arrive in the 
city and 'turner was anxious not to have them congregate in the already 
over•crowded city. He instt"UCted the military patrols not to molest them• 
but to the 2nd District Commander, he ordered: 
••• have a guard on wharf when the Confederate Prisoners from 
the North are landed to direct them to Chimborazo Hospital• 
where they will get their ration and transportation tickets• 
see that none are allowed to come up into town unless they 
reside here.72 
As had been ordered by Pierpont, the municipal election was held on 
July 25. There were elected fifty•one certified officials. TUrnera however, 
bad reservations about the election. In a letter to the state commander. 
Major General Terry, he asserted that the election was not conducted fairly, 
since some residents were turned away from the polls. The reason was loss 
of residency, when because of 1.Jnion sentiments, certain citizens had left 
10. Special Order 2, Headquarters Military Division of the James, 
May 21 1865; Special Order 30, Headquarters Military Division of the James, 
June 24, 18651 National Archives, Vol. 131%. 
11. General Order 851 Headquarters Department of Virginia, July 8, 
18651 National Archives, Vol. 983; Special Order 551 Headquarters District 
of Henrico, July 10, 1865, National Archives, Vol. 76. 
72. Letters and Orders, Headquarters District of Henrico. June 151 
1865 and June 17, 18651 National Archives, Vol. 1151 Book 251. 
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Richmond during the war. '.turner argued that, furthermore. the election 
became a test of who had aided and abetted the rebellion the most. Accord• 
ing to Turner 11 the election results manifested "a re•assertlon [oQ the 
cause for which they had been fighting." Turner also suggested that there 
were several persons elected that were satisfactory for holding public 
73 
office, but that generally the election was unacceptable. Accordingly, 
Turner issued an order declaring the election "null and void excepting 
74 
only the election of the clerk of the Hustings Court•" To implement 
this order, the lst District Provost Commander waa ordered to be present 
at S:OO P.M. on the 28th at the Council Chamber and notify the Councilmen 
that the proposed organization of the city government was prohibited, 
75 
which he dld. Since there was no city government or city council* 
Saunders was vested with full powers of the city council under the old 
76 
eity•s charter with the right of review by Turner. Among those elected 
on July 2S were Marmaduke Johnson as Com:nonwealth • s Attorney for the 
Circuit Court, N. A,. Sturdivant for Mayor, and Charles P• Bigger for 
Superintendent of the Alms Bouse, all ex-Confederates. In a meeting of 
73. Letters Sent, Headquarters District of Henrico, July 28, 18651 
National .Archives. Vol. 72• 
74. Special Order 72• Headquarters District of Henrico, July 281 
18651 National Archives, Vol. 76. 
75. Minutes of Richmond City Council, Virginia State Library, 
July 28, 1865• · ·· 
76• Special Order 991 Headquarters District of Henrico, August 25, 
1865, National Archives, Vol. 76. · 
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prominent citizens, including Judge William B. Lyons (of the Hustings 
Court), and General 'rurner, it was agreed that lf these three ex•Confed• 
erates filed a declension to qualify for the off ice to which they were 
elected, then all other officers would be allowed ta assume their duties 
77 
and the city would be handed over to them. On October 21, the city 
government officially was restored in its first Council meeting since 
78 
occupation began with D. J. Saunders serving as President of the Council 
79 
until December 1, when he became Mayor. 
On November 25, General turner informed the City Council that he 
would be unable to continue his military police on duty beyond the 15th 
of December. The following day, he stated that due to the scarcity of 
medical officers it would be necessary for the civil authorities to resume 
80 
administration and supervision of the Alma Bouse. ihe city, not being 
prepared to assume these responsibilities on the 15th, appointed a 
committee to confer with General Turner and arrange for an extension of 
81 
time. General '.E'urner partially acquiesced and agreed to extend the 
77. New RepubU.c, October 18 and 23, 1865. 
78. General Order 48, Headquarters District of Henrico. October 21, 
1865, National Archives, Vol. 77• 
79. Minutes of Richmond City Council, Virginia State Library, 
December 1,. 1865. 
ao. !1W!·· November 21. 1865. 
81, Ibid•• December 1, 1865. 
military police five more days. However. the Alms House remained 
scheduled to be taken over by the civil authorities by the 15th. In 
the first week of December, a Superintendent for the Alms Bouae was 
elected by Council, and Police Chief Clal.rborne, a Richmond citizen, 
82 
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was chosen to succeed Major Croft, the military appointee. On Decem• 
83 
ber 20, the military police were withdrawn. Three days later, Henrico 
citizens were authorized by General Turner to organize a civilian patrol 
for the purpose of protecting property between Brook turnpike and 
Hermitage Road, adjacent to IU.chmond, with the power of arresting offenders. 
Whites were turned over to the c:f.vil authorities and negroes to the Provost 
84 
Judge in IU.chmond• 
During 1865 and 1866, the authority of the military govermuent was 
evidenced by its control of the local press. Upon occupation, newspapers 
were published only with the sanction of the military authorities. The 
Daily Whig was seized and held for ten days :t.n July, 186S for c~iticizing 
85 
President Johnson's Amnesty Proclamation. 'lhe Commercial lulletin was 
82. Ibid., J>ecember 49 December 8, 1865. 
83. Special Order 199, Headquarters District of Henrico, December 20, 
1865, National Archives, Vol• 76. 
84.• Special Order 200, Headquarters District of Henrico, December ~3, 
1865, National Archives, Vol.. 76. 
SS• General Order 87, Headquarters Department of Virginia, July 11, 
1865; General Order 92, Headquarters Department of Virginia, July 21, 1865, 
National Archives, Vol• 983 .. 
so 
closed for a similar period in October for an "indecent insult to the 
86 
late President of the United States." In Pebruary, 1866, General 
Terry seized the Richmond Examiner, but his order was suspended by command 
of Lt. Gen. Grant, provided the paper did not pursue a course "inimical" 
87 
to the government. The llichmond press during 1865•66 was continually 
under the watchful eye of the military. 
lt must be acknowledged that General Turner was a prime factor in 
the operation of military government in lU.cbmond from June• 1865, until he 
left in April, 1866. The commander of the Department in January• 1866 
referred to 'lurner•s command as the ''most troublesome place in the Depart• 
88 
ment.n Also. in January, all the districts in the state were discontinued 
89 
except those of Henrico and Fort Monroe. General Terry's reference to the 
Henrico District being the worst in the state was probably prompted by the 
high rate of crime in the city, the election of several ex-Confederates in 
July, the suspension of two newspapers, and the difficulty of turning the 
indigent freedmen over to the city for food and shelter. General Turner 
86. General Order 119 1 Headquarters Department of Virginia, Septem• 
ber 301 1865; General Order 123, Headquarters Department of Virginia, 
October 10, 1865, National Archives, Vol. 983. 
87. Headquarters Armies of United States, Washington, D. c •• Feb-
ruary 19, 1866 appearing in the Daily llll!g, February 2.21 1866. 
88. Letters Sent, Headquarters Department of Virginia, January 111 
1865, National Archives, Vol. 14. 
89., General Order 3, Headquarters Department of Virginia; January 12, 
1866, Rational Archives, Vol. 984. 
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was questioned by Senator Howard of Michigan in January. 1866 before the 
Joint Committee on lleeonstruction in Washington. Turner gave this assess• 
ment of the status of military occupation in the Henrico District under 
his coanand, stating it was still under "martial law'': 
Prom time to time l have turned over to the regularly conati• 
tuted civil authorities which have been established all actions 
in civil caaes •••• !he State civil courts all having been estah• 
lished, a mayor having been elected and his police court estab• 
lished, they have taken from me all jurisdiction over matters 
tending to the peace and quiet of the community. At present, 
therefore, 1 take cognizance only of those matters in which 
freedmen are 1.nvolved •••• 90 
General !urner went on to state the attitude of the people of the District 
91 
toward the federal government, "It is my conviction they hate it." 
Whether they bated the federal government or military authorities is rela• 
tively unimportant. Turner's testimony and facts of his tenure gives no 
tangible evidence of hostility between the occupying forces and the populace. 
!his point was, of course, not stressed in the conmittee testimony. 
On April 7, 1866, Brigadier General a. Granger assumed coamand of the 
92 
Henrico District replacing General Turner. Major General John M. Schofield 
succeeded Major General Alfred B. Terry as commander of the state in 
August, 1866. the Department of Virginia, as well as a part of West Virginia, 
90. leport .2f. the :Zoint Cormittee s 1.eccmstruction, 39 Cong., l sess. 
(Washington, 1866), Part ll, P• l. 
91. 12!2.•, P• 3. 
92. General Order 16, Headquarters District of Henrico, April 7, 
1866, National Archives, Vol. 77. 
52. 
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became the Department of the Potomac. Since October. 1865, the City 
Council had been meeting regularly and in April, 1866, Mayor Joseph Mayo 
was again elected back into off ice. 
At almost the same time that Turner was succeeded by Granger as 
commander of the Henrico District, President Johnson issued a procls.ma• 
tion significant to.the status of military government in the state: 
Whereas there now exists no organized armed resistance of 
misguided citizens or others to the authority of the United 
States in ••• Virginia[and] •••• Whereaa standing armies, military 
occupation, martial law,.m.ilitary tribunals, and the suspension 
of the privilege of the writ of "habeas corpus" are in time of 
peace dangerous to public liberty, incompatible with the indi• 
vidual rights of the citizens •••• I, therefore, ••• declare that 
the insurrection which heretofore existed in the states of •• 94 Virginia ••• la at an end and is henceforth to be so regarded. 
Thus, April 2 officially tel:TDinated, at least theoretically, the m.ili• 
tary government that had been established incident to the Civil War in 
Richmond. The activities of the military command of the city, as well 
as the state• sharply dropped from early 1866 and were mainly confined 
to affairs dealing with the negro and the Freedmen's Bureau until the 
Reconst~ction Acta of March, 1867. 
93. General Order 1, Head<1uarters Department of Potomac, August 16, 
1865; General Order 21 August 20, 1865, National Archives, Vol. 955. 
94. James D. lichardson, A Compilation s.&. the Messages .!!!S Papers 
.2!!!!.! Presidents 1789•1902 (Washington, D. c., 1907), Vol. 6, PP• 431• 
4329 Presidential Proclamation of April 2, 1866. 
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The Freedmen's Bureau and Civil Affairs Administration 
General Orlando Brown, Assistant Commissioner of the rreedmen•s 
Bureau for the state and the highest official in the state organi2ation, 
95 
established headquarters in Richmond on May 31, 1865. On July 4, the 
Bureau organization of the state took effect and Richmond and Henrico 
constituted District III with Lieutenant &. s. Merrill designated ao its 
96 
Superintendent. There were eight such districts in the state. 
By far the most pressing problem of the military authorities in and 
around Richmond in 1865•66 was the freedman. Doubtless they were 
attracted to Richmond, as well as other Southern cities, by the presence 
95. Willi811l T. Alderson, Jr., ''Freedmen*s Bureau in Virginia," 
Masters Thesis; Vanderbilt University, May1 1949, P• 4. Microfilm. copy 
from the Alderman Library, University of Virginia in Charlottesville. 
96. lJ?.!.!!., P• 8. It is difficult to separate the Preedmen's Bureau 
from the regular military organization. General Oliver Howard, Commis• 
sioner of the Bureau in Washington. thought that the state military commander 
and the Assistant Commissioner of the Bureau in each state should be combined 
into the same office. Accordingly1 in the summer of 18661 he appointed 
General Terry as Assistant Commissioner of the Bureau. General Orlando Brown 
was retained in the Bureau. When General Schofield succeeded Terry in 
August, 1866, as State Conmander, he thereby became the Assistant Commissioner 
of the Bureau. This dual·position was held by Schofield until after the 
Reconstruction Acts of March, 1867. At that time, Schofield recommended that 
he be released and Drown resumed duties as the .Assistant Commissioner on 
March 21 1 1867. See Alderson, urreedmen's Bureau :tn Virgin1a1 11 PP• 25, 
34•35• Army officers also staffed a large portion of the Bureau's offices, 
especially in 1865 and 1866. As organs of military control such as the 
Provost Marshal's were dropped, the agents of the Bureau took on more 
authority. In January, 18661 all officers serving as superintendents or 
assistant superintendents of the Bureau were invested with all the power and 
authority usually exercised by Provost Marshals. See General Order S, Bead• 
quarters Department of Virginia, January 24, 1866, National Archives, Vol• 984. 
S4 
of the army and later the Freedmen's Bureau. The activities of the mili• 
tary as well as the Bureau in dealing with the negro would today be 
termed as "civil affairs administration." Prom the beginning, officers 
wet:e instructed: 
••• (to) use their influence to reconcile all differences 
between freedmen and their former masters, and ••• (toJ assure 
the freedmen that they will be required to labor for the 
support of themselves and fmnilies •••• Tbey must be made to 
understand that the Government will protect but cannot 
support tbem.97 
Immediately upon occupation. controls were established in an unsuc• 
cessful effort to limit refugees, especially negroes, from coming into 
98 
the city. Employment opportunities were also provided the negroes. 
Controls continued into June, 1865, when the Henrico District was estab• 
lished. from June 12 until June 17t negroea were required to have work 
passes signed by their employer. Men not having passes were sent to 
99 
Chimborazo and women were sent to the Alms House. Ol1 June 12, the 
military patrols enforcing this order were directed to no longer inter• 
fere with negroes on the streets, except to "disperse idlers or arrest 
97. General Order 6, Headquarters Military Division of the ..Tm.nest 
May 51 18651 National Archives. Vol. 131J:a. 
98. See pages 33-36 for the military•s initial action in controlling 
refugees. A part of civil affairs administration is the dispensing of 
justice by military tribunals which, together with the incidence of crime, 
is considered separately in the following section of this chapter. 
99. Passes District Eastern Virginia, June 121 1865, National 
Archives, Vol. 23&• Book 587. 
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100 
vagrants." Vagrancy was an inevitable and almost insoluble problem as 
a result of the thousands of newly freed negroes, and the depressed state 
of the economy caused by the war. Vagrancy was not to be permitted, and 
yet it was necessary to allow persons without employment to travel from 
101 
place to place seeking work. 1Xhe state legislature meeting in Decem-
ber, 1865, attempted to solve the problem by paasing a vagrant act which 
would force "vagrants" as defined by state law to labor at the direction 
of local civil magistrates. This obnoxious measure was quickly nullified 
102 
by General terry in July, 186~. 
the thousands of homelese refugees coming into Richmond from the 
countryside throughout the spring and summer of 1865 brought no money or 
property, and consequently they sought shelter the only places they could 
obtain it free, i.e., properties taken over by the occupation forces which 
had belonged to the Confederacy. By July, there were an estimated 30,000 
103 
negroes in the city• moat of whom were destitute. One such property to 
which the govermaent ordered dependent negro families was Chimborazo 
Hospital. Hundreds of negroes had gathered in Chimborazo by early 1866; 
100. ..!!!.li• • June 17 1 1865. 
101. General Order 771 Headquarters Department of Virginia, June 23, 
18651 National Archives, Vol. 983. 
102. General Order 4, Headquarters Department of Virginia, January 24; 
1866, National Archives, Vol. 984. 
103. Official gecords, Series I; Vol. 46, Part 3, p. 291. Estimate 
by General Halleck. 
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most were not employed, and there was little resembling law and order 
there. On March 3, 1866, General Turner wrote to Major Clairborne, 
Chief of Police, informing him that a detail of twenty•three men had 
been appointed under Lieutenant H. a. Merrill of the Freedmen's Bureau 
for the purpose of preserving peace at Chimborazo and that if the civil 
police were needed, they should be prepared to act in concert with this 
104 
special force. The Daily Whig on March S reported on a previous 
weekend of activity at Chid>orazo. According to thEi account, there were 
about one hundred armed negroea stationed at or near the Chimborazo negro 
encampment refusing to allow anyone to pass. After initial conflict 
between the regular police and the negroes, the civil police and the mili• 
105 
tary police combined and invaded tha area arresting several negroes. 
By July• nesroes in the Chimborazo neighborhood had organi£ed into military 
106 
units and were drilling with crude weapons. ln August, 1866, Henrico 
Dtatrict Cournander Granger issued an order implementing a Department order 
to correct the situation: 
All military organizations and associations within this District 
before being permitted to meet for drill or military instruction 
'rill be required to exhibit at these headquarters, th37authority of the Governor of the state for their organization.l 
104. Lettera Sent. Headquarters District of Henrico• March 3, 1866, 
National Archives. Vol. 72. 
105. Daily Whig, March 5, 1866. 
106. ~·• July 25, 1866. 
107. General Order 37, Headquarters District of Henrico, August l; 
1866, National Archives, Vol. 77. 
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The use of Richmond city police, supplemented by a military detail. was 
used on several occasion& in the city to meet such erisea. There was, 
of course, much agitation of the Richmond negroea by 1866. The B.epubli• 
can party and its secret arm, the Union League, was quite active. Out 
of state whites, such as u.s. District Court Judge John c. Underwood, 
and the Reverend J. w. Hunnicutt, were gaining political ascendency among 
108 
llicbmond negroes. 
rrom April, 1865, rations were distributed to the needy of Richmond. 
both negro and vhite. Statistics on rations being issued by the military 
authorities and the Freedmen's Bureau were often incomplete. however, in 
September, 1865, the Virginia Department Commander reported that Henrico 
District was issuing 3,360 daily rations to colored persons and 3,594 to 
109 
white persona. Turner in a letter to the President of the City Council 
in October stated that there were 2,000 rations being issued every day to 
white persons in the city. Be concluded, "I am unable to say how much 
110 
longer the government will continue the gratuitous distribution of rations." 
111 
Rations were ordered discontinued to whites on December lS. Also, 
108. McConnell, Negroes..!!!! Their Treatment~ !irginia !£2!!! 1J!2a .£2 
1867, P• 27. 
109. Letters Sent, Headquarters Department of Virginia, September S, 
1865, National .Archives, Vol. 14. 
110. Letters Sent, Headquarters District of Henrico, October 21, 1865, 
National Archives, Vol. 72. 
111. Special Order 184 1 Headquarters District of Henrico, November 281 
1865, National Archives, Vol. 76. 
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medicine issued free to the poor of the city since occupation ended in 
112 
December. 'lhe lreedmen•s Bureau continued to issue rations to negroes 
and white refugees, after the army ceased1 but the number issued to whites 
in Richmond was insignificant after 1865. In November, Assistant Commia• 
sioner Orlando Brown informed the city that it would have to take care of 
113 
two hundred and sixty freedmen. Correspondence between the Bureau and 
the city continued on this matter well into 1866•1867 with the city pro• 
testing the transfer of the freedmen to Richmond's welfare rolls: 
We cannot• therefore, recognize the obligation of the city to 
assume the burden of providing at the public expense for the 
large number of people ••• who are now fed by the United States 
authorities ••• tbe freedmen have been permitted, if they have 
not been encouraged, to congregate in the city1 filliM4up every cellar and shanty that can afford them shelter.11, 
In August, 1867, the local paper reported that General Schofield concurred 
with the city's argument that the city should only bear the expenses of 
those needy negroes who were residents of the city at the time of evacua• 
tion. The Freedmen's Bureau continued then to feed the vast majority of 
115 
destitute negroea in Richmond throughout the Reconstruction period. 
112. Letters Sent, Headquarters District of Henrico, December 14, 
18651 National Archives, Vol. 72. 
113. Minutes of the Richmond City Council, Virginia State Library, 
November 27, 1863. 
114. .l!!!s!·. May 14, 1866. 
115. Daily .!fi:!!a1 August 27, 1867. 
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Richmond's negroes tested their right to ride the city's streetcars 
after the passage of the Civil Rights Bill in April• 1866• passed by 
Congress ove~ the President's veto. They were refused, resulting in 
some riotous demonstrations. the President of the company had an inter• 
view with General Terry and subsequently their right to ride the street• 
116 
cars was acknowledged. However, throughout the sUIJlller of 1866, there 
were streetcar incidents as a result of the negroes' right to ride city 
streetcars .. 
Bureau activity in Richmond, as in the rest of the state• was rather 
extensive in 1866. Besides.continuing to distribute rations to needy 
freedmen and some white refugees, the ~eau was establishing schools; 
hospitals, and finding employment for negroes• By December, 1865, nine 
hospitals had been organized in the state by the Bureau, the most impor• 
117 
tant of which vas Howard Grove near Richmond.. The Camp Lee Orphan 
Asylum had also been established near Richmond by this time, providing a 
118 
home for negro orphans. During 1866. a ward for the negro insane was 
established at Boward Grove and also a home for the aged and infirm was 
119 
established near the hospital. The orphan asylum during 1866 received 
116.. McConnell. Negroes .!SS Their Treatment jn Virginia F.£!!!! !§§a !g 
1867, P• 82. 
117. Alderson, "Freedmen's Bureau in Virginia," P• 203. 




205 chlldren and secured homea in northern cities for 138 of them. ln 
Febnary1 1866• the Bureau's Third District (Richmond and Benrieo) had 
sixteen schools. The city of Richmond alone had one•twentieth of the 
negro population of the state and one•fifth of the schools operated by 
121 
the Bureau. This Bureau activity in the city in 1865•66 was one of 
the most worthwhile aspects of military government in Richmond during the 
leconstruction era. 
Thg Courts and the Special Problems of Crime. in Richmond 
!he B.icbmond judicial structure during 1865 and early 1866 was a 
complex one created out of necessity. Immed~ately upon taking control 
of the city, a military conmtssion was convened with the power to deal 
with criminal cases. Military com1ss1ons were convened throughout 1865 
end until April 1866. One such commission convened on June 20, 1865 with 
Major B. A. Plympton of the 39tb Illinois Volunteers serving as President 
122 
over a board of three Captains. One of several General Orders emanating 
from this commission charged four soldiers and ten white and two negro 
citizens. The most frequent violation was stealing. Other charges were: 
Attempted murder, passing counterfeit money, assault and battery, and 
120. Ibid. 
121. ~., P• SS. 
122. Special Order 37, Headquarters District of Henrico, June 19, 
1866, National Archives• Vol. 76. 
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compounding a felony. All convictions and sentences were reviewed and 
approved by General Turner as is the usual practice for military comnis• 
123 
sions. !hese military commissions did not• of course, take the place 
of the regular court martials which dealt with offenses by military 
personnel violating military law, such as: Absent without leave, dis• 
obedience, etc. However, the military coanission did have jurisdiction 
over soldiers breaking more serious state laws in the district. 
'rhe President's proclamation of April 2, 1866, epecified that 
''military tribunals ••• tn time of peace" were "dangerous to public 
124 
liberty." On May 11 1866, the War Department ordered: 
••• hereafter, whenever offenses committed by civilians are to 
be tried where civil tribunals are in existence ••• their cases 
are not authorized to be, and will not be, brought before 
military courts ••• 125 
But, even before this order on April 10, 1866, the Daily Dispatch 
reported the military coaaission then in session had adjourned "sine die0 
126 
turning over all remaining case• to the civil authorities. the fact 
that military conmdssions we.re not considered necessary is indicated by 
action ta.ken in a murder case. A Dr. Watson of Rockbridge County was 
123. General Order 31, Headquarters District of Henrico, August 17, 
1865, National Archives, Vol. 77. 
124. President's Proclamation as cited on page52. 
125. Richardson, Messages~ Papers.!?.! ,Sb! Presidents, Vol. 6, P• 
440• General Order 26, .Adjutant General's Office, Washington, D. c., May l, 
1866. 
126. Daily Dispatch, April 10, 1866. 
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tried and acquitted on the charge of murdering a negro :f.n November, 1866. 
State Commander General Schofield, not being satisfied with the action of 
the civilian magistrate's decision, had Watson arrested and convened a 
military commission in llichmond to try him. Schofield argued that the 
freedmen's Bureau law of July, 1866 justified his act:t.on. He also refused 
to comply with a writ of "habeas corpusn issued by the Circuit Court of 
lU.chmond. President Johnson believed that Schofield was acting in viola• 
tion of a principle laid down in the Milligan case, i.e., military courts 
have no jurisdiction in areas where civil courts are open as they were in 
Virginia. President Johnson ordered Watson released. This was consistent 
with the President's Proclamation of April and the order of the War Depart• 
127 
ment 1 as well as the Milligan case. 
The most active court tn Richmond during 1865 und early 1866 was the 
Provost Court, operating under Lieutenant Colonel J'. Mcintee for the dura• 
tion of its existence from June, 1865 until March. 1866. On June 27 1 
General Turner ordered Colonel Mcintee to begin holding court at Castle 
Thunder taking "cognizance of all cases which would ordinarily come before 
128 
the Mayor's Court of the city .... " However, this proved to be too 
restrictive. The Mayor•s Court only imposed fines and brief sentences for 
127. George a. Bently, ! History .g! The Freedmen•s Bureau (Philadel• 
phia, 1955), P• 163; Daily Whig, December 17, 20, 24 1 1866. 
---
128. Special Order 44,. Headquarters District of Henrico, June 271 
1865, National Archives, Vol. 76. 
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violations of the city's ordinances• sending more important cases to the 
higher courts. Turner wrote to Colonel McEntee t 
The object of a Provost Court being the prompt administration 
of justice in the absence of ordinary criminal courts, and its 
jurisdiction never having been defined except in general terms, 
for the trial of major off ensea it ia plain that it does not 
fulfill its objective in a city like Richmond unl!3s its juris• 
diction ia greater than that of a Mayor's Court. 
The Provost Court bad jurisdiction over all criminal cases until December, 
except that exercised by the military comnissions. In the busy summer 
months 1 the four Provost Marshal Cormnanders of the city were given authority 
to pass judgment upon persons arrested within their district fol.' 0 petty 
cases of arrests for misdemeanors" and offenses punished by a confinement 
of less than a month. Other cases were to be forwarded to either a mili• 
130 
tary coa:mission or the Provost Judge. On December 81 General Turner 
wrote to Colonel Mcintee that Mayor Saunders was ready to resume the Mayor's 
Court and that the Provost Court would hereafter limit its jurisdiction to 
three classes of cases: 
1. The trial of enlisted men for petty misdemeanors in 'the 
city and for violation of city ordinances. 
2. The trial of citizens for selling liquor to enlisted men. 
129. 'Letters and Orders, Headquarters District of Henrico• June 301 
1865, National Archives. Vol. 115. 
130. ~· • June 131 1865. 
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3. The trial of all criminal cases of freedmen, except those 
which should go before a military COlllD.i&sion.131 
Therefore. the Provost Court, after this date, was concerned with freed• 
men and soldiers and not 'White cituens. Penalties dispensed by the 
court were rather severe in light of today•a standards. On January 3, 
18661 the following cases were disposed of by the Provost Court as 
reported by a local paper: 
negro, was fined fifteen dollars for disorderly conduct 
and f ight:lng• 
C] 1 negro, convicted of petit larceny, (stealing bacon) was 
sent to Castle Thunder for sixty days, 
[ l. negro, convicted of stealing railroad iron, was sent to 
Castle Thunder for thirty days 1 
[] 1 negro, convicted of vagrancy, was sent to Castle 'rbunder 
for ten days, 
( ] 1 negro, was sent to Castle Thunder for thirty days for 
attempting to steal ch1ckens. 
t l 1 convicted of pet1t larceny, waa sentenced to sixty days 
in Castle Thunder. 
[ ] , negro, convicted of stealing wood and contempt of ·court, 
was sentenced to thirty days in Castle Thunder. 
[ l, negro, convicted of petit larceny (stealing a hat), was 
sentenced to sixty days in Castle Thunder, 
[] t negro, convicted of stealing coal, was sentenced to 
fifteen days in Castle Thunder, 
131. Letters Sent, Headquarters District of Henrico, December 8, 
1865, National Archives, Vol. 72. 
[], 11 u.s. Infantry, convicted of being drunk and dis• 
orderly, sent to Castle Thunder for twenty days, 
t], 11 u.s. Infantry, convicted of being drunk, disorderly 
and assaulting the police, were sentenced to twenty 
days in castle '.thunder, 
[ J 1 24 Massachusetts, drunk and difi!derly, were sentenced 
to ten days in Castle '.thunder.i 
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In all except one instance1 which might very well have been an omission, 
the parties sentenced were negroes or soldiers. It should not be implied 
that the whites were not comnitting crime, for the regular Mayor•s Court 
and Hustings Court were handling these cases by this time. Not all the 
cases handled by Judge McBntee resulted in light sentences. Those exceed• 
ing three months were recorded separately with guilty parties sent to the 
State Penitentiary. Most of these more serious cases involved negroes 
133 
charged with grand larceny. Xn reviewing Judge Mclntee1s Court, credit 
must be given for doing a job which was absolutely essential for the city 
at this time. Xt was necessary due to the extraordinarily high rate of 
crime caused by the influx of refugees, mostly unemployed negroes into 
the city, and the occupation soldiers who contributed their share to crime 
and misbehavior. The fact that the court was summary :ls evidenced by the 
following coamentary in a local paper: 
132. Dailx Dispatch, January 4. 1866. 
133. llecord of Cases of Provost Court, National Archives, Vol. 244. 
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Judge McBntee certainly deals out summary justice at his 
tribunal. As an instance: Yesterday, at about 7 or 8 o'clock 
(A.M.), a theft was cOl!lllitted ••• and by 1 o'clock the thieves 
had been proven guilty and sentenced to the penitentiary for 
one year. This court is of inestimable value to the city and 
its vicinity, for were it not for its existence the thousand 
and one criminals who have been so speedily and justly dealt 
with would have to go through the slow ordeal of the civil 
courts, and it is doubtful whether these courts would "ever" 
get through with them.134 
Often, however, the c0111Danding officer took a personal hand in releasing 
persons convicted by the military tribunals. Orders from the Henrico 
Commander remitting sentences were common. This was necessary due to 
the sometimes hasty action of a military tribunal with a crowded docket, 
135 
as had the Provost Court in Richmond. By the end of March, the Mayor•s 
Court was hearing cases of negroea as well as whites. However, there was 
136 
a lieutenant from the Freedmen's Bureau now sitting in on the proceedings. 
During its existence, it was reported that one hundred and thirty•four 
persons were sent to the State Penitentiary, and of these. eigbty were 
137 
negroes. Tb.ere were, in addition, hundreds sent to Libby Prison and 
Castle Thunder for terms up to ninety days. After the Mayor*s Court and 
the Freedmen's Bureau took over jurisdiction involving the negro, Judge 
134. Daily Dispatch, February 3, 1866. 
135. ror example, 110n recommendation of the Provost Judge and num• 
eroua citizens" the unexpired term of an il1111Bte of the state penitentiary 
was remitted by Turner, see Special Order 44, Headquarters District of 
Henrico, February 23. 1866, National Archives, Vol. 76. 
136. DailX Dispatch, March 28• 1866. 
137 • paiJ.x !b.!&• March 26, 1866. 
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Mcintee continued to hold court for trial of soldiers guilty of miscon• 
138 
duct in the city. 
The immediate need of a court to handle civil cases was also evi• 
dent. On May 3, a Court of Conciliation. consisting of three arbitrators. 
was established for the city of Richmond. This court was given power to 
arbitrate all cases in regard to the possession of real and personal 
property, and in cases 1n regard to payment of rents and debts where con• 
tracts had been made upon the basis of the confederate currency. However, 
it was restricted in that it had no jurisdiction to determine final title 
and its decisions did not ban legal action after the regular courts bad been 
re•established. It had the usual powers of a court. plus officers;and its 
proceedings were brief and simple. Also, provision was made for its dis• 
139 
continuance upon the resumption of the regular civil courts. On June 12, 
140 
the court was extended over the counties of Henrico and Chesterfield. 
141 
In September, it was extended over the whole Department of Virginia, and 
142 
in December the court was discontinued. During most of the period, the 
138. Daily Dis2atch, March 31, 1866. 
139. General Order S, Headquarters Military Division of the Jameo, 
Hay 3, 1865, National Archives. Vol. 13).%. 
140. General Order 10• Headquarters Military Division of the James, 
June 12, 1865• National Archives, Vol. 131%. 
141. General Order 114. Headquarters Department of Virginia, Septem• 
ber 21 1 1865, National Archives, Vol. 983. 
142. General Order 136, Headquarters Department of Virginia, Decem• 
ber 15, 1865• National Archives, Vol. 983. 
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143 
Judges John A. Merideth and William H. Lyons were on the bench. Judge 
Lyons had been Judge of the Hustings Court and Judge Merideth Judge of 
the Circuit Court tn lU.chmond throughout the Civil War. In the fall of 
1865. these two regular courts were again resumed under their auspices. 
By the end of its session 1n Ausust, the Court of Conciliation had dis• 
144 
posed of 254 cases. 
There was established in Octobel', 1865, a Freedmen•• Court. This 
court had three judges1 each theoretically representing an interest group. 
f. r. Bibb represented the negroes, George Fitzhugh the whites, and 
145 
Lieutenant a. s. Merrill the Bureau. The Freedmen's Court in llichmond, 
as in most of the state, was ended in May, 1866, with the passage of a 
146 
state law admitting negro testimony in the civil courts. The Freedmen's 
Court was primarily concerned in lU.chmond with civil law cases since the 
military cOlllllissions, Provost Court, and later the Mayor•s Court, handled 
the criminal cases. After the Freedmen's Court and the Provost Court 
ended in the spring of 1866, Bureau Agents retained the privileges of 
removing cases fram the jurisdiction of the regular courts, where the 
147 
"immunities and rights0 of the negro were involved. 
143. Appointed by Special Order 9, Headquarters Military Division of 
the James, May 7, 1865, National Archives, Vol. 131%. 
144. New Reeublte, August 22, 1865. 
145. Ibid., October 27, 1865. 
146. Alderson, •'Freedmen's Bureau in Virginia," p. 24. 
147. lb:ld., P• 119. 
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The most frequent causes of arrest of whites in 1865 was the selling 
of liquor to soldiers. In June, it was ordered that anyone found guilty 
of selling or giving intoxicating beverages to soldiers. or permitting 
them to obtain it on their premises would be arrested and the goods con• 
f iscated. Also, no sales to anyone were allowed without obtaining licenses 
148 
from the Provost District wherein they resided. On June 18, the Pro• 
visional Manager took over the job of issuing licenses to trade.including 
selling liquors. However, the prohibition against sale to enlisted men was 
149 
continued. The sale of lictuor to soldiers during 1865 was one of the 
thorniest problems confronting General Turner. On December 19, he wrote 
to Colonel Mcintee: 
I want you to deal more vigorously with liquor sellers. The 
entire command is in a shameful state of demoralization 
arising from the excesses of troops in the City of Richmond, 
and it has become necessary to take the matter in band and 
let both soldiers. and citizens who sell liquor to soldiers. 
see by our measures that we are in earnest about the thing. 
Let it be "prima f acie0 evidence to you, that when a crowd of 
drunken soldiers are collected in f.s6'2°1 shop1 that liquor has 
been sold, and punish accordingly. 
'the "reconstruction" of liquor selling establishments in lichmond progressed 
rapidly in 1865, and in August, a local paper reported 261 licensed barrooms 
14811 General Order 61 Headquarters District of Henrico, June 7, 1865, 
National Archives, Vol• 77• 
149. Special Order 63, Headquarters District of Henrico; July 18, 
1865, Ration.al Archives, Vol. 76. 
lSO. Letters Sent, Headquarters District of Henrico, December 19, 
1865, National Archives, Vol. 72. 
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151 
in the city, plus "at least 100 unlicensed rum mills." It is little 
wonder the military authorities had difficulty keeping it out of the 
hands of the troops when it was so available. In December, Turner re• 
fused a request by Mayor Saunders to close the drinking saloons of the 
city by stating he did not wish to exercise control in municipal affairs 
152 
''unless absolutely necessary." 
Indicative of another problem an occupying army brings to an area 
was an Ol:'der of General Turner upon assuming cDDl'.lland: 
••• attention of the Chief of Police and Provost Marshals of 
Districts is called to the disreputable conduct of officers 
while visiting the city in driving up to·houses of ill fame 
in Government ambulances driven by enlisted men and allowing 
them to stand in front of said pleces •••• 153 
Corrective action was ordered. The military authorities had repeated 
trouble vi.th certain more notorious prostitutes. General Turner writing 
to Colonel Mcintee indicated his displeasure with ona such woman: 
I wish you would inform her that if I hear again another 
complaint against her that 1 will lock her up, and keep her 
locked up as long as I remain in cQl.'llDand of the city, I 
have notified her that she has one month in which to vacate 
her premises.154 
151. Dail: .!!W5,. August 11, 186S. 
152. Letters Sent, Headquarters District of Henrico, December 25, 
18651 National Archives, Vol. 72. 
153. Special order S3, Headquarters District of Henrico, July 8, 
18651 National Archives, Vol• 76. 
154. Letters Sent; Headquarters District of Henrico• October 19, 
1865, National Archives, Vol• 72. 
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!bis problem continued to cause friction between the military and civilian 
population. The Cor:mnander of Camp Grant in February 1867• received a 
letter from Hetu:ico District Headquarters alleging a Sergeant of Company B, 
11th u.s. Infantry ''until recently• in the ha.bit of visiting a house of 
ill fame f.n Plank lload1 about a mile to the west of the city.11 and that he 
became '*troublesome and a nuisance" to the families of the neighborhood 
when he made his nightly visits. The Acting Adjutant General furthermore 
suggested to Colonel Houston, then Coamanding Camp Grant: 
In this connection, the Commanding General desires to say that if 
soldiers will visit such places ••• they must conduct themselves in 
such a Dlflnner sa not to disturb persons residing in the neighbor• 
hood; or subject themselves to arrest by the civil authoritiea.155 
In the summer of 1865, Provost: District Commanders were busy keeping 
order and forwarding lawbreakers to proper authorities for confinement or 
trial. As noted, there were four districts created in April. On August 2, 
the city was redrawn into three districts; on August 16 into two districts; 
156 
and on October 23 the districts ended. During this period• conmanders 
disposed of petty cases and others were referred to proper authorities. In 
addition to the most common offense of selling liquor to soldiers, four 
entries from Major Charles Warren•s District record include the following: 
To Colonel Ordway, Comanding City Prisons, May 11, three enlisted men 
155. l!!J!·· rebruary s. 1867. 
156. General Order 24, August 2, 1865, General Order 30, August 16, 
1865, General Order 49, October 23, 1865, Headquarters District of Henrico, 
National ucbive~, Vol. 77• 
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forwarded for ''being disorderly, throwing brickbats, and breaking things 
generally at the Union Hotel"J to the Com:nanding Officer of the Alms 
House, May 12, ttz send you a colored woman whose reputation may be 
questionable"; to Captain Schoonmaker, Conmanding City Prisons ~ucceeding 
Ordway]• July 17, "I forward to you for confinement and trial the following 
named colored boys arrested this morning charged with stealing iron from 
the burnt district"1to Captain Gibbs, the Provost Marshal of the Henrico 
District, July 27, ..... the keeper of the Dew Drop Saloon ••• [who] was fined 
157 
today for selling liquor to soldiers and keeping a house of prostitutiQn." 
Much of the crime during 1865 and 1866 resulted directly from lack of 
employment of negroes and the destitute condition of many trying to live 
by theft. One source of easy money for these negl"Oea was the iron frOtll 
ruins in the burnt district. Turner wrote District Conmanders and the 
Chief of Police to prevent the continuation of this crtme and to arrest 
158 
junk dealers guilty of purchasing such it:on, 1!his particular problem 
continued well into 1866. ln October, 1866, the J>a&li Whig c~nted that 
since the Freedmen's Bureau had ceased feeding the poor negroes. they had 
159 
gone more extensively into the "junk business." The incident of crime 
157. Letters Sent, Provost Marshal's Office, JU.chmond, National 
Archives, Vol. 242, Book 604. 
158. Passes District Eastern Virginia, National Archives, Vol. 236, 
Book 587, July 18, 1865, 
159. Daily !h!:g, October 13, 1866. 
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in the city prompted General Turner to write to the Assistant Adjutant 
General of the Department of Virginia complaining of the "insufficiency" 
of his command. Because of military personnel being vithdrmm, Turner 
suggested that he had reduced his military police "to the lowest possible 
number consistent with the safety of life and property." Ile furthermore 
stated that after conducting an investigation, the complaint of "excessive 
160 
duty" by soldiers of his command was found to be true, Regarding crime 
during 1865 and 1866, and until the Reconstruction Acta of 1867, there 
was little tangible conflict between the races. This was a significant 
accomplishment in light of the unusual and heterogenous population mixtute 
that existed in the capital city during this period. Much was written in 
the state concerning the subject of ttoutrages•" Outrages were crimes or 
atrocities perp,trated by members of one race on the members of the other. 
General Turner reported to the Department Adjutant at the end of December, 
1865, on this subject: 
••• 1 have no special cases to report, the number of arrests 
which have been made of both white and blacks ••• since I have 
been in ca:mnand of the city, are very great, but I do not 
consider the offenses which led to the arrests as the kind of 
outrages [to which you refer] ••• altogether there has been a 
natural increase of crime. 'lhere has been some antagonism 
between the lower order of whites and negroes which has led 
to complaints, but most of them have been of a civil nature, 
and referred to the Freedmen's Bureau.161 
160, Lettera Sent, Headquarters District of Henrico, February S, 
1867, National Archives, Vol. 72. 
161. Ibid., December 28, 1865, 
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In licbmond from April 1865 until April 1866, there was extensive mili• 
tary control of the judicial structure11 both for civil and criminal cases. 
After April 1866, control was maintained by the Freednlen's Bureau in cases 
where rights of negroes were supposedly involved. 
CBAnER Ill 
MILITARY OCCUPATION OI RICHMOND 
M.AllCRt 1867 TO JANU'ARY, 1870 
%he Reconstruction Acts and MiU.tarx Re•Organizatioq 
9£ the City and State 
1'be Reconstruction Act of March 21 18671 established the l'irst 
Military District campriaf.ns the state of Virginia. !here were supple• 
mental acts passed again in late March and in .July. Major General John M. 
Schofield continued to exercise command of the state as he had done sf.nee 
1 2 
August; 1866. Be was succeeded by Major General Stoneman in .June, 1868. 
The last commander of the rt.rat Military District was Major General 1. a. s. 
Canby, whO exercised control until military offices in the state were 
3 
closed in January• 1870. 
The essence of the Reconstruction Acts was that Congress had now seen 
fit to reaffirm military occupation of the South by dividing ~t into five 
military districts• Some political science and legal experts have referred 
to this refinement of military occupation as congressional military govern• 
1. General Order 11 Headquarters first Military District, March 13, 
1867. National Archives, Vol. S89. 
2. General Order 49t Headquarters P:trst Military District, .Tune 2, 
1868, National .Archives, Vol. 590. 
3. General Order 9, Headquarters First Military District• January 28, 
18701 National .Archives, Vol. 591. 
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4 
ment or congressional martial law. The formal term of military govern• 
ment. however. refers to government operated as part of international law 
s 
incident to war. By March, 1867, the war had been over for two years and 
6 
the President's proclamation ending the rebellion was one year old. lt 
would even be more unreasonable to refer to the military rule as martial 
law in the traditional meaning of the term, since there were precise 
7 
statutes and rules by which the military commanders were governed. !he 
situation was one in which a paeudo•civil government continued to exist, 
both in the state of Virginia and the city of 1U.chmond. Both civil 
governments were ultimately responsible to a military occupation force 
operating under Congressional directive. Richmond's government after the 
Reconstruction Acta does not, therefore, easily fall into any precisecate•, 
gory of military jurisdiction. In reality it came closest to military 
government although it differed substantially from. the military government 
of the city in 1865•66. Certainly state sovereignty did not exist under 
the Provisional Governments of Governor Pierpont and his suc~essor• mili• 
tary appointee, Henry a. Wells. J:U.ehmond1a government was more than a 
"civil affairs administration" since the military controlled elections• 
4. Birkhimer• J'!f:litau Ggvem!!nt .!ml Ha£tiq~ 1:!!f, P• 22. Also see 
quote of Charles Magoon on page 6. 
s. See definitions of military jurisdictions on page 3. 
6. See excerpt of President Johnson's Proclamation on page 52. 
1. See definition of martial law on page 3. 
8 
registered voters. and made civil appointments. 
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In an attempt to head off further eroding of the little governmental 
authority that still existed under Pierpont, the Gavel:nor called the 
state legislature into session immediately after the passage of the 
March 2 Act. !he State Senate voted to authort&e a constitutional con• 
vention in conformity with the Congressional plan of reconstruction. 
While the House of Delegates considered the bill, the determined Radical 
leaders in Washington pushed through the Supplemental Act of March 23. 
this act specif Led how the new constitution was to be drawn and adopted. 
and made further attempts at reconstruction by the state legislature use• 
9 
less. 
On April 23, 1867t the District of Henrico, which had existed since 
June, 1865, was discontinued.· The Post of lichmond was created in its 
10 
place with Major General a. s. Granger contlnu.ing in command. 'lha designa• 
ti.on "Post of llichmondn lasted only two months, and on June 2, the Sub•J>is• 
tr:lct of licbmond was formed. lt included, in addition to th~ city of 
llicbmond, the counties of Henrico, Chesterfield, Hanover, King William, 
New Kent, Charles City, Goochland, Louisa, Fluvanna and Albermarle. Head• 
a. rrom the President's proclamation in April, 1866, until the I.econ• 
structf.on Acts of March, 1867, when the freedmen's Bureau was very active, 
military control resembled a type of 0ctvil a.ff airs administration" since 
the local government waa allowed to resume but,services were,still supplied 
to the freedmen. See pages 12 and 53•60 for application of 0 civil affairs 
administration." 
9. Ambler, Jrsncia & Pierpont, PP• 294•295. 
10. General Order 17, Headquarters First Military District, April 23, 
1867, National Archives, Vol,; 589. 
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11 
quarters were located at Camp Grant. In January, three official posts 
were established within the Sub•District of Jlichmond. camp Grant which 
had been serving since April, 1865, as the main encampment area in and 
around the city became the Post of Camp Crant. camp Williams and Libby 
12 
Prison also became official posts. !he occupation force in and around 
the city from 1867 through January• 1870• was very meager and never 
exceeded a thousand. men. ln an average month, there were 839 men 
stationed. at the three posts. Libby Prison bad 116, Camp Williams had 
13 
146, and tho largest, Camp Grant, had 567. 
In June, 1868, the military Sub•Diatrict of Richmond was discontinued 
and the comnanding officers of the various posts within the District were 
14 
instrueted to report individually to the First District headquarters. 
!he rreedmen1a Bureau had a parallel organization to the military and 
their designation Sub•District 0£ Richmond continued in use until January• 
1869. The post of Libby Prison was dtocontinued in 1868; Camp Williams 
went out of use in 1869 and Camp Grant was occupied until June, 1870, five 
15 
months after Congress passed the bill to "readmit" the state. 
11, General Order 33, Headquarters first Military District, June 31 
1867• National Archives, Vol. 589. 
12. General Order 11 Headquarters Sub-District of Richmond, J'an• 
uary 21 1868, National Archives, Vol• 77• 
13. Post l.eturns for month ending January; 1868, National Archives, 
Camp Grant, Box 218; Camp Williams, Box 731; Post of Libby Prison, Box 516. 
14. General Order 67i Headquarters First Militaey l>istrict1 July 3, 
18681 National Archives, Vol. 590 • 
. ' ,. '· < ...... 
· · · 15.: Post Returns; National' Archives, Boxes as cited above in footnote 13. 
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The Office of the Military Commissioner 
The most important officer dealing with governmental affairs on a 
local level after the Reconstruction Acts of March, 1867, was not the 
commanding officer of the Sub•District or of Camp Grant. lt was the 
military commissioner, a new position created from the authority of 
Congress by General Schofield. Military commissioners bore no relation 
to the military commissions which had been convened occasionally in 1865 
to try civilians for violation of army regulations. 
tn June, 1867, military coumissioners were appointed in the various 
military sub•districts of the state. lor the Sub•District of Richmond the 
commanding general, R. s. Granger, became the military commissioner with 
general supervisory authority over other military commissioners within the 
district~ The military commissioner designated for the city of Richmond 
16 
was Lt. Paul R. Bambrick. 
Military commissioners were given the authority to command the police 
departlllents or other law enforcement agencies in each county and city in 
their command. They had the judicial authority of justices of the peace, 
police magistrates and mayors. Their actions were tlteoretically governed 
11by the laws of Virginia so far-as they did not conflict with the laws of 
17 
the United States." The military commissioners were a direct result of 
16. Circular 4, Headquarters First Military District, June 23, 1867, 
Dational Archives, Vol. 589. 
17. General Order 31, Headquarters First Military District, May 28, 
1867, National Archives, Vol. 589. 
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the instructions stipulated by Congress in tbe Reconstruction Acts. Mili• 
tary commissioners uere instructed1 
••• CJ;o give] adequate protection to all persons in their rights 
of person and property, in cases where civil authorities fail, 
from whatever cause, to give such protection, and to insure the 
prompt suppression of insurrection, disorder and violence.18 
The military coamtssioner of Richmond never sa:w any insurrection and 
19 
little violence that would necessitate military suppression. Instead, 
the military commissioner of the city was beseiged with numerous requests 
and petitions from citizens seeking such thingo es tmc exomption, collec• 
20 
tion of rents from tenants, and reversal of decisions by the local courts. 
One of the more interesting petitions to Lt. Bambricl( came from a 
eitizen, Mrs. Lorton!J who sougllt exemption from local taxes. Part of 
Henrico County waa annexed to the city of Richmond by an act of the state 
legislature in 1867. A new tax was thereby imposed on the reoidents ~rl.thin 
18. Ibid • 
. -
19. Although crime was not as much of a problem es it had been in 
1865•66 there otill exioted s problem brought on by the destitute negroe9 
in the city. As a result of political agitation of such Radicals as Rev. 
Hunnicutt and Judge Underwood, there were outbreaks of violence in May, 1867. 
"Associations" of negroes began parading in the city streets. One group, 
'"lha Lincoln Mounted Guardo" was ordered to lay aaide tts military charec• 
ter. See Special Order 39, Headquarters First Military District, March 14, 
1867, National Areh1veo 11 Vol. 581. General Granger in July, 1867, ordered a 
detachment of troops within the city prepared for a call of assistance from 
the Mayor or the Chief of Police to suppress any dioturbancea. See Lettors 
Sent, Beadqunrters Sub•Diotrict of llichmondir July 31 185711 ?1ational Archives, 
Vol. 72. 
20. An exaopla of a petition for t4lt exemption lo cited below in text. 
Tbe Richmond Military Comnissioner's role in dealing tdth courts ia dealt with 
in the follO".dng section of thie chapter. Lt. Barlbrick in August; 1867, 
ordered a tenant to pay ell rents that were due or to vacate the pratllioes. 
See Letter Book; Headquarters Military Commissioner of IU.cbmond, August 23, 
1867, National Archives, Vol. 281. 
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the annexed area. Mrs.· Lorton witing for herself as well as several 
neighbors depicted the lawless nature of several neighborhoods that bad 
developed around the city after the war. 
We are cut off from the city by a deep ravine, and only a 
small and unsafe [)ler emphasis) foot bridge to cross it. 
We have a negro camp in front of us. [We have] no police, 
no lights, no water. [tie cat\] raise neither hogs, fowls, 
vegetables, nor fruit, owing to the thefts committed in our 
midst. Nor can we keep our gardens enclosed, as the fences 
are taken by the suffering negroea for fuel. 'lhe foot bridge 
is also being taken dOYn and soon there will bo nothing left 
to cross on. We are liable [sic) to pistol and gun ahots, 
first from the camp to frighten thieves, as there is J!2 pro• 
tection for the honest white or black population. Consequent• 
ly our property is almost valueless. There are three other 
families in the like situation.21 
Lt. Bambrick recommended that Mrs. Lorton1s taxes not be collected• and 
forwarded the letter to First llilitary headquarters. General Stoneman 
concurred and the matter was referred to City Council. Mrs. Lorton•s 
22 
taxes were subsequently remitted for the years 1868 end 1869. 
Another rather unusual appeal which Lt. Bambrick was assigned to 
handle involved an ecclesiastical dispute. In the fall of 1867, St. John's 
Lutheran Congregation Church, from November, 1866 until JanUClry 1868, had 
no pastor and members of the congregation were substituting in that capacity 
21. Letter dated January 20, 1859, Miscellaneous Richmond City 
Council Papers, 1865•1870, Virginia State Library. There are four boxes 
of these miscellaneous records for the 1865•1870 period. Individual boxes 
are not marked in any intelligible manner, hwever, papers are generally 
in bundles arranged chronologically. 
22. Minutes of the Richmond City Council, Virginia State Library, 
June 9, 1869. 
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23 
until one could be found. Several members of the congregation requested 
24 
the Vestry to invite the Rev. J. c. Royer to preach just "for one Sundny." 
The Rev. Hoyer had been pastor from 1645 until 1865• but had been dis• 
charged when differences arose between him and the church about his 
25 
salary. The Vestry refused the request for the invitation. The diasi• 
dent group thereupon called itself the "New Vestry" and claimed the right 
26 
to hold the church property. Thia new group appealed to General Granger 
to settle the dispute. Lt. Hambrick was delegated the responsibility of 
investigating and resolving the trouble. On October 1, three notices 
appeared in the Daily Dispatch. Ona from Lt. Hambrick invited all members 
of the church to the meeting hall that evening "for the purpose of adjust• 
ing any differences now existing." Two other notices by the regular and 
27 
"new11 vestries also invited members. The meeting was held as scheduled 
and presided over by the secretary of the regular vestry. However, 
Lt. Hambrick took over when factions began bickering as to who was and was 
28 
not a legitimate member of the congregation. Hambrick ordered an election 
23. Rev. Oscar Guthe. Celebration .2f lh! Ninetieth Anniversary ..2f 
!£!.John's Evangelical•Lutheran Church.2£ Richmond, ,Virginia (Richmond, 
1933), n.p. ~is church exists today as St. Jolm*s (Evangelical and Re• 
formed) Church and is affiliated with the United Church of Christ. 
24. Daily Dispatch, October 2, 1867 • 
. 2.5 •. Guthe, )!inetietb Anniversarx .2! &. John's Church, n.p. 
26. Dail? Dispatch, October 2, 1867. 
27. ~·• October l, 1867. 
28. ~·• October 2. 1867. 
on the question of tho invitation being extended to Rev. Hoyer. In 
Bambrick's official report, he determined that there were 147 members, 
that 89 votes were cast, and that a majority of S4 were opposed to the 
J.tev. Boyer's occupying the pulpit "even for one Sunday." Haml>J:ick 
further ordered that the: 
••• minority, if they will not submit to the majority be in• 
formed that they had better withdraw from the said church 
and form a new society.29 
The 0 new" vestry did not form a new church, but, according to a news• 
83 
30 
paper report on October 12, the difficulties were "amicably adjusted." 
An important aspect of this story is that the military authorities were 
invited to settle a purely ecclesiastical matter. and a church election 
was held under military supervision. As it turned out, the regular vestry 
which had been in control of church affairs all along retained their 
control. 
The Milita!='X Coamissioner and the ~reedmen 1 s Bureau 
In addition to the assignment of military C011111issioner for the city 
of Richmond, Lt. Hambrick also became the sub•assistant commissioner for 
31 
the Third Sub•District of the Freedmen's Bureau in September, 1867 .. 
29. Letter Book, Headquarters Military Commissioner of Richmond, 
October 3, 1867, National Archives, Vol. 2.81. 
30. paily Dispatch, October 12, 1867 • 
. 31.. Alderson. ''Preedmen1s Bureau in Virginia," P• 42. The office 
of oub•aasistant comissioner replaced that of superintendent upon re• 
organization of the Bureau in April, 1867. 
The re•organized Third Sub•District included the city of Richmond, and 
32 
84 
the counties of Henrico, Hanover. Chesterfield• and King William. A 
type of ncivil affairs administration" by the Bureau continued after the 
Reconstruction Acts much the same as during 1865 and 1866. The number of 
white refugees and freedmen receiving rations from the Bureau declined 
generally after 1866, but poor crops for the growing year of 1867 
necessitated emergency Congressional action in the fOl'm of relief dis• 
33 
pensed by the Bureau .. A soup kitchen was established by the Bureau in 
34 
Richmond in December, 1867. Lt. Usmbrick., in December, 1868, made the 
following report to General Orlando Brown, head of the Virginia Bureau 
organization, on the extent of daily relief and its cost :ln the city of 
Richmond. 
Sick in quarters (all whites) 
Old and inf !rm freedmen 
Loyal refugees (white) 







Total daily expenditure by Bureau for relief 
32. ~., P• 35. 
33 •. Ibid., P• 196. 








35. Letter dated December 23, 1868, Miscellaneous Richmond City 
Council Papers, 1865•18701 Virginia State Library. See footnote 21 for 
further explanation. 
Even -cdth this, Hambrick ntated that he was compelled to "turn away unaided 
36 
scads of both classes." It f.s true that many of the negroes receiving 
rations were not originally citizens of the city, but a significant portion 
of persons receiving aid were white. The military authorities had been 
sympathetic and understanding toward the city•s reluctance to take care of 
37 
destitute persons who had come to Richmond after the war. On December 281 
1868, the City Council appointed five members to a committee to meet with 
Lt. Hambrick and other Bureau and military officus to diacuss the 
38 
question of the Bureau' a discontinuance. The city government was 
anxious if at all possible to assume the obligation of the Bureau in feed• 
ing the destitute so that the Bureau could close its Richmond off ices on 
schedule. the committee hurriedly readied a report on the last day of 
December: 
••• it is incumbent upon the city to make adequate provision to 
feed about 2.000 persons within the city limits in [good] 
health, but for various causes (a~~ dependent upon public 
charity for food from day to day. 
The report was adopted by Council. Resolutions appropriating necessary 
funds to allow the city to take over the operation of the soup kitchen 
were also adopted. The facilities during 1869 were continued under the 
36. Ibid. 
37. See city's protest on page 58 and Schofield's action in 
August, 1867, agreeing to the city's position. 
38. Minutes of the Richmond City Council, Virginia State Library, 
December 28, 1868. 




By October, 1867• Bureau hospitals in the state were discontinued 
except at Hampton and Howard Grove near the city. Howard Grove had been 
receiving many negro patients from Richmond. After January 1, 1869, it 
was the only Bureau-operated hospital in the state• It remained under 
federal administration until March, 1870, two months after "reconstruc• 
41 
tion" had ended in the state. 
The Bureau established one of the first Normal Schools for negroes 
in the state in Richmond in October, 1867. The Richmond Normal and High 
42 
School had two teachers and sixty-five pupils in the school year 1867•66. 
General Orlando Bro~m considered Richmond in a better financial position 
43 
than any other locality in the state to support a public school system. 
Negotiations were initiated by Lt. Hambrick and others with the City 
Council. Initial efforts to establish a syotem failed, but by the 1868•69 
term, Richmond as wall as seven other Virginia cities, had primary, inter• 
44 
mediate, and high or normal schools. By January 1, 1869, all Bureau 
off ices except those dealing with education were closed. Sub-Districts in 
40. Ibid. 
-
41. Alderson, ''Freedmen's Bureau in Virginia," PP• 209•211. 
42. Ibid., P• 65. 
-
43. ~·• PP• 69•71. 
Ibid., P• 71. 
-
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the Bureau organization were thereafter designated as Educational Dis• 
tricts and officers in charge were given the title Asaistant Superinten• 
dents of Schools. Hambrick became the Assistant Commissioner of Educa• 
45 
tion for District III. Educational Districts were ended in March, 1869, 
Unlike the remainder of the state, the Bureau's schools in Richmond gained 
"unqualified public approval," according to a report of the Bureau Super• 
46 
lntendent of Schools made at the close of the 1869 tei:m. Provioions for 
public education had been Wl'itten into the ''Underwood Constitution, 11 but 
the Bureau was instrumental in arousing an interest ond acceptance of 
public education at least in the city of Richmond. 
The Military Commissioner and the Courts 
Persons losing cases before the Mayor's Court and the Hustings 
Court of the city frequently appealed to the military conmissioner. 
Instead of nullifying cases, Lt. Hambrick sent them to the Sub-District 
or state headquarters for action. In a case dismissed as groundless 
before the Mayor's Court, Bambrick wrote to General Granger, "I, on tbe 
contrary believe that the plaintiff had cause for complaint and I invite 
47 
your attention to the evidence and my decision. 0 Frequently, Bambrick 
45. ~·• P• 79. 
46. ~·• P• 84. 
47. Letter Book, Headquarters Militazy Commissioner of Richmond, 
August 71 1867, National Archives, Vol. 281. 
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simply referred petitions to the First !lilitary District headquarters with 
the reccmmendation that parties continue to "seek relief through the 
48 
civil courts." Occasionally Hambrick did act decisively to correct a 
miscarriage of justice. Once he ordered three negroes released from the 
city jail. They had been charged and arrested for stealing calico from a 
Richmond storekeeper and had awaited appearance before the Mayor's Court 
for several weeks. They had been arrested on the sole testimony of a 
49 
negro witness who subsequently could not be found. 
In August, 1867, Lt. Bambrick wrote to General Granger asking for 
clarification of the jurisdiction of the.military commissioner. Under 
existing directives, be was limited to act in cases that would ordinarily 
arise under justices of the peace and mayors. This limited his authority 
to adjudicate claims only up to $100 and to deal with violations of the 
city ordinances. Other cases were referred to the regular civil courts, 
the Richmond Sub•District cODJDander or the First Military District 
50 
commander. On the types of cases upon which he. was requested to act, 
Hambrick wrote: 
48. Endorsements and Memoranda, Headquarters Sub•District of 
Richmond, August 22, 1867, National Archives, Vol. 74. 
49. Letter Book, Headquarters Military Coimnissioner of Richmond, 
n.~ •• National Archives, Vol. 281, P• 40. 
so. Letter Book, Headquarters Military COl?ll'lissioner of Richmond, 
August 20, 1867, National Archives, Vol. 285. 
lt frequently happens that parties apply to us for redress 
when property has been seized upon for debts requesting us 
to stay such sales •••• Also where parties have been incar• 
cerated in prison and fined by the Hustings Court; we are 
appealed to for redress •••• Parties also apply for bai1 •••• s1 
89 
The military commissioner was given a great deal of discretionary auth• 
ority to intervene in the judicial system. He could dispose of minor 
cases, but in more important ones, he had to send to state headquarters. 
However, he was obliged to make a report on all cases in which he :1.nter• 
vened. Seldom was military authority used to set aside the state courts 
in the city of Richmond. Oecaoions.lly, however, decisions were overruled. 
A guilty conviction out of the Hustings Court for assault and battery was 
52 
declared void by the state comander. On ono occasion. the commanding 
general of the state requested an explanation of the judges of the Hustings 
Court for a decision. The judges replied in a lengthy defense of their 
53 
action. In September, 1867, Judge Lyons of the Court of Hustings died 
and Colonel n. B. Burnham, a Judge Advocate serving with the First Military 
District headquarters was "detailed0 for duty until a civil appointee 
54 
could be found. Re served almost two years, until June, 1869. With 
Sl. Ibid. 
-
52. Special Order 269, Headquarters First Military District, 
December 16. 1869, National Archives, Vol. 582. 
53. J>ail;x Whf.s, July 26, 1867 • 
.54. Special Order 124, Headquarters First Military District, 
September 11, 1867, National Archives, Vol. 581. 
90 
Burnham sitting on the Hustings Court bench, appeals seldom went to the 
military commissioner. 
Most of the judicial coses which Lt. Hambrick investigated involved 
the negro. Negro testimony was now valid in the state courts, but all 
too frequently such courts .had reservations about such testimony. 
Lt. Hambrick was also an officer in the Freedmen's Bureau, and as such, 
55 
had a double responsibility to see justice carried out toward the negro. 
Seldom were "outrages" reported by the Freedmen's Bureau in the Sub• 
District of Richmond. Occasionally, however, such incidents as the fol• 
lowing occurred • 
••• (A] justice of the peace violently assaulted a negro 
woman, tried the case himaelf, put the woman in jail for 
the night, notified her husband to pay costs of court, and 
released her.56 
~berefore, with all the military authority granted to the military com• 
missioners and Bureau agents, "outrages" such as the above still occurred, 
however infrequent they were. 
Concerning other tribunals, the military commissions were authorized 
but seldom used. Schofield claimed that while he was in cOlillUlnd of the 
First Military District, no civilian in the state was tried by a military 
S7 
commission. 'l'he regular court martial trials of military personnel, of 
course, continued. 
55. An exhaustive examination of the Bureau Records for the Sub• 
District of Richmond would be necessary to properly evaluate the military 
involvement with the Richmond courts. 
56. Alderson, "Bureau in V~rginia.," P• 133. 
57. John M. Schofield, Fortx•six Years .!!\ !!!.! !£!EJ. (New York, 1897), 
P• 399. 
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Elections nnd Civil Appointtaents 
On April 2, 1867, all local as well as state elections were suspended 
until regiotration of voters could be accomplished as stipulated in the 
Reconstruction Acts. During the inter~ political vacancies were filled 
. 58 
by the Coman.ding General. Captain Thomas E. Ross was appointed Presi• 
59 
dent of the IU.chmond Registration Board. Be was succeeded by several 
officers, and in December by Lt. Hambrick, who held the position during 
60 
most of the remaining two years. 
61 
Detailed instructions were provided 
the Boards of Registration. Adult male negroes were of course allowed 
62 
to vote·, but men who had aided the Confederacy were disfranchised. 
. . 
In 
accordance with the Supplemental Reconstruction Act of March 23, a Con• 
stitutional Convention was authorized by General Schofield in September, 
1867. The number of delegates was set at 105 and Richmond was to elect 
63 
five. 
58. General Order 8, Headquarters First Military District, April 21 
1867, National .Archives, Vol. 589. 
S9. General Order· 15, Headquarters First Military District, April 20, 
1867, National Archives, Vol. 589. 
60. General Order 102. Headquarters Pi.rat Military District• Decem• 
ber 23, 1867, National .Archives, Vol. 589. 
61. 'General Order 28, Headquarters First Military District, l!Ay 13, 
1867, ~ational Archives, Vol. 589. 
· 62. William A. Russ, Jr., "Diafranchisment in Virginia Under Radical 
Reconstruction," '.fyler•s Quarterly Historical ~ Genealogicnl Magazine• 
Vol. l~ (July, 1935), PP• 2s-2a. 
63. General Order 65, Headquarters First Military District, Septem• 
t>,er 12, 1867, National .Archives, Vol. 589. 
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There emerged two slates for the five delegate positions. The Rad• 
ical. ticket was headed by Rev. Hunnicuttand .Judge Underwood. Two Con•· 
servatf.ve candidates were Marmaduke Johnson and N. A. Sturdivant. Johnson 
and Sturdivant were among three Confederate candidates elected in the 
municipal election of .July, 1865. They were subsequently forced to decline 
64 ' '' 
the positions. Surprisingly, apathy was evident ·in the election since 
over one third of both the registered whites and registered negroea did 
not bother to vote. Yet, there had been much bitterness and excitement 
before the election. The total registration in the city was 151580 1 with 
65 
7 ,573 white and 81007 negro. The negro support given the Radicals nnd. · 
the white support given the Conservatives indicated racial lines wera 




N. A. Sturdivant 
William Taylor 
Thomas J. Evans 
Alexander H. Sands 
Radical Candidates: 
J. w. Hunnicut 
John c. Underwood 
James Morrissey 
Lewis Lindsey (ltegro) 


























65. "Consolidated List of Persons Registered ao Voters for Years 
1868-9," Memorandum, Headquarters First Military District, December 20, 
1869, National Archives, Vol. 591. 
66. Richard L. Morton, !h,!! Negro .!!l Virgin!!! Politics, 1865•1902 
(Charlottesville, 1919), P• 45. 
There was quite a bit of controversy surrounding the election in the 
city. The. statewide. election was scheduled to be held on Octobo't' 22 1 
except in Uchmond where polls.were to be open an extra day to insure 
67 
that everyone had an opportunity to vote. After the prescribed two 
days 1 the polls were ordered to remain open for the third day. The 
Conservative candidates ware leading at tho end of the second day's 
balloting. By the evening of the 24th1 however 1 the ttadicals had 
taken the lead. There were formal charges of irregularities by the 
68 
Conservative candidates., A resentful B.1.cbmond resident reminescing 
about the incident many years later charged that 1 " •• ,d.n Monroe Ward 
about 9 P.M. of the last day ••• carpetbaggers 1 scallawags1 and negroea 
were still being brought up and voted." He also indicated that votes 
were being cast for deceased persons whose names were on the registra• 
69 
93 
tion books. Schofield.answered the charges by "waving technicalities 
of the law... He denied there was any fraud and defended bis action in 
70 
keeping the polls open in order to give all an opportunity to vote. 
67. General Order 65, Headquarters Pirat Military District, 
September 12, 1867, National Archives, Vol. 589. 
68. "Letter of Protest from Conservative Candidates to General 
Schofield," October 31, 1867, Documents .2£ fh! ponstitutional Convention 
.S! the State .!!.£ Virginia (Richmond, 186 7) • Document No. 1. 
69.· George L. Christain, Ill! Capitol Disaster (Richmond, 1915), P• S. 
70.· ''Letter in Reply to Protest of Conservative Candidates from 
General Schofield, n ·October 311 18671 Documents .2f, lh! Constitutional .£Qa• 
vention1 1867, Document No. l. 
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There is some element of mystery surrounding Schofield's actions• however, 
the charges of irregularities were very general and could not be supported 
71 
with specific evidence. 
The Constitutional Convention mot in Richmond on December 3 and 
busied itself with 'n-iting a new constitution. ·The nunderwood Constitu• 
tion" that emerged on April 17, 1868 had two so called 0 disqualifying 
. . ' 
clauses." These clauses would have excluded former Confederates from 
voting as well as from.political office. Schofield was opposed to the. 
constitution for this reason. and even went before the Convention of 
. . 
Delegates on the last day of session to plead for the deletion of the 
. 72 
two obnoxious clauses. Schofield was ignored by the Convention. He 
was determined, however, to prevent the constitution from being voted on 
by the Virginia electorate as was necessary before it became ef :f ective. 
Ue, therefore, refused to allow funds to be appropriated from the state 
73 
treasury• fot: the election. Next. he referred the whole uiatter to 
Congress and President Grant through the Committee of Nine led by 
.Alexander H. H. Stuart. Grant agreed and recommended to Congress that 
separate votes be taken cm the disqualifying clauses. The election was 
held July 6, 1869. The city of Richmond 1 as well as the state as a whole, 
71. James Hamilton Eckenrode, The Political Hietor,x ,2' Virginia 
purins Reconstruction (Baltimore, 1904), P• 84. 
72. ll?!!:!.•• P• 101. 
73. Schofield, Forty•six Years .!!l !h2 !:i£!!£1., P• 402. 
95 
approved of the constitution and rejected the disqualifying ciauses. 
Also ·voted into office was Governor Gilbert c. Walker. who l'7as not 11 
native Virginian. but who had gained the confidence of most conservative 
elements in the state. Richmond and Henrico County elected three senators 
and eight delegates to the state legislature. A U.S."8,enator•at•large" (sic) 
74 
for the state was also elected• as well as a Representative from the city. 
As a result of the directive prohibiting regular elections during the 
1867•1870 period, there were political appointments on a large scale in 
the state• Appointees were required to take the so called "iron clad" 
oath+ This oath affirmed that the appointee had nevGr in any way aided 
75 
the Confederacy. This exempted many of the most experienced and able 
personnel from public service in the state and localities._ The first 
removal from office was that of Charles P. Bigger serving as Superintendent 
76 
of the Alms Rouse. Bigger was one of the three Confederates elected to 
office 1n July, 18651 but who was forced to decline his position by the 
77 
Henrico Coamander. Be was again placed in the position as Superintendent 
by the city in the spring of 1866. It is interesting to note that the 
74. General Order 1041 Headquarters First Military District, 
September 81 18671 National Archives, Vol. 589. 
75,. . General Order 91 Headquarters First Military District, April S, 
1867, National.Archives, Vol. 589. 
76. See Appendix, Civil Appointments. PP• 508·509, No. 60. 
77. See pages 47-48. 
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person who replaced Bigger was John Peurce, a citizen who had served in 
78 
that position throughout the war years. 
The most frequent cause for a removal and subsequent removal was the 
inability of office holders to take the "iron clad." Schofield, however, 
did not press the issue, and some employees of the city were allowed to 
retain their positions without subscribing to the oath. However, when 
terms expired, the oath was mandatory. This, of course, had the effect 
of attracting to the city persons who had no objection to the oath. One 
such person was E. M. Schofield, brother of Major General Schofield, who 
applied for the office of assessor of taxes made vacant by a removal. 
With such an excellent reference, E. M• Schofield received the appointment 
79 
in February, 1868. At first there were few removals and sppointments 1 
but as the machinery of appointment became perfected, and as there was in• 
creasing pressure on the military for jobs for "loyal" persons, removals 
and appointments were more frequent in 1868 and 1869. David A. Cook, in 
April, 1868, applied for and received the position of Superintendent of 
80 
the Pump Rouse when the term of the office-holder expired. David Cook 
was a brother to Captain Benjamin Cook, who in addition to being an agent 
78. Louis H. Manarin, Robert w. Waitt, Jr., Comp• 1 Directoq _g! 
Officials 1861•1865 Richmond, Virginia~ Confederate (Richmond, n.d.) 
Publication 15 of the Richmond Civil War Centennial Committee. 
79. See Appendix, Civil Appointments, P• 5081 No. 12. 
80~ See Appendix, Civil Appointments, P• 510, No• 310. 
of the Bureau for the Sub•District of Richmond also was the military 
81 
commissioner for Henrico and Chesterfield counties. By tracing his 
application for appointment, the usual procedure is noted, 
(1) The letter from Cook requesting appointment is first 
sent to Lt. Hambrick,, military commissioner for the 
city. 
(2) Letter is endorsed by Hambrick with a recommendation 
of approval, and is forwarded to Sub•District Com• 
, . mander Granger. . 
(3) Letter is endorsed again by Granger and forwarded to 
First Military District headquarters. 
(4) Letter is endorsed by Schofield's Adjutant, and order 
is cut appointing Cook to the position; then letter 
is endorsed and sent to City Council through the chain 
of command, first to General Granger. 
(5) Letter forwarded with endorsement by Granger to 
Lt. Hambrick. 
(6) Letter forwarded to the President of the City Council 
with endorsement of Lt. Bambrick approving Cook for 
the position. Council then rubber stampedappointment.82 
97 
Occasionally, the procedure differed. Sometimes the City Council was 
requested to make suggestions for officers and received the initial 
request for appointment. It is difficult to ascertain what criteria were 
used in making the appointments. An attempt was made by Assistant 
81. Circular 4, Headquarters First Military District, June 23, 
1867, National Archives, Vol. 589. 
82. Letter of application dated April Jf 1868, Miscellaneous 
Richmond City Council Papers, 1865•1870, Virginia State Library. See 
footnote 21 for further explanation. 
98 
Commissioner Br<>lm of the Bureau to ascertain who had been "loyal" to 
the Union during the war. Captain Benjamin Cook. then Assistant Super• 
intendent of the Richmond Sub-District, sent Brown a list of such persons• 
83 
However, only six whites for the city of Richmond were provided. The 
purpose of the request evidently was to use these persons as officers of 
the Bureau or city government, since they could be relied on. There were, 
of course, more persons that could have been placed on Coolt's "loyal" list 
and he acknowledged that his findings for the city were incomplete. Five 
out of the six nemed individuals eventually did receive some type of 
84 
civil appointment in the city's government. Captain Cook and 
Lt. Bambrick also served in the city government. Cook became the City 
Gauger and also served as a member of City Council in 1869. Lt. Hambrick 
for a short period in 1869 was a commissioner of the Court of Hustings and 
as 
also a commissioner for the Circuit Court• There were appointments to 
every office including frequent appointments on the Board of Aldermen and 
the City Council. On more than one occasion almost s whole new City Council 
83. Report of Captain Cook, March 25, 1867, National Archives, Record 
Group 105 (Virginia), Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen and Abandoned Lands, 
Box 684. ' 
84.. The six whites reported 0 1oyal" were: n. A. Frayser, E. u. 
Gregory, A. T. Peebles, William Mausfield, Richard Carter and H. L. Wigg. 
Five of these names appear in the Appendix, Civil Appointments as having 
received a political appointment. See P• 508, Nos. 421 44, 93 1 254 and 
p. 5121 No. 2574 for their first appointments. 
BS. See Appendix, Civil Appointments, P• 510, No. 71, P• 5121 
No. 3602• P• 514, Nos. 3800, 4246. 
86 
was·appof.nted as occurred in August, 1869. Instructions came from 
First Military District headquarters that the "new City Council to 
87 
assemble ••• re•organi.ze and transact business." In May, 1868, even 
Mayor Mayo was removed and George Chahoon of New York was put in his 
88 
place. There were attempts to enforce the requirement of the "iron 
89 
clad't on persons still holding office in March, 1869. The order 
affected particularly the police departtaent of the city. Appointment 
99 
was made for the position of Chief of Police first, but during the spring 
and summer of 1869 new captains and sergeants of police "ere also 
appointed. These appointees staffed the regular force with their own 
90 
men. 
General Schofield complained to President Grant in May, 1868• that he 
had already appointed over 500 officials in the state and that he could 
find no more able men to fill vacancies. His successors, General Stoneman 
91 
and General Canby, were not as reluctant to remove and appoint officials. 
86. See Appendix, Civil Appointments, p. 512•514, Nos. 3597 through 
3611. 
87. Special Order 1761 Headquarters First Military District, August 19, 
1869, National Archives, Vol. 582. 
88. See Appendix, Civil Appointments, p. 510, No. 260. 
89. General Order 24, Headquarters First Military District, March, 
1869, National Archives, Vol. 591. 
90. See Appendix, Civil Appointments, P• 512, Nos. 1087, 1948•1952, 
3136·3143. 
91. Ruso, ''Disfranchisement in Virginia under Radical Reconstruction," 
'l.'yler•s guilrterlys P• 37. 
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It is difficult to make general statements about the caliber of appoint• 
ments made. This would almost have to be done on an individual basis. 
CertainlYt. politics played an important part in the decisions of who was 
to be appointed. 'lhere is no evidence that these appointees as a whole 
were corrupt or dishonest. · They were unpopular with the whites, at 
least those who came from out of state. The c~ty of Richmond, however, 
suffered no tangible adversity because of their presence. 
Self Government of the City Restored 
The bill to "readmit" Virginia was passed on January 26, 1870. Five 
and. one•half years of military occupation in Ri~hmond had finally come to 
an end. But, the last vestiges of the miU.taey appointed government of 
the city remained. Governor Walker called the legislature into session 
in early February, 1870 to organize the state and local government. An 
''Enabling Act" was passed which authorized the Governor to appoint a new. 
City Council until regular elections could be held in July. A new 
City Council was appointed. On March 16, the Council met and elected H. K. 
Ellyson as Mayor to replace George Chahoon and a new police chief 1 John 
Poe, Jr., to replace George ~gbert. New captains were also appointed in 
92 
the department. 
92. Richmond Police and.J!!!:! Department ~irectox:y (Richmond, 1896) 1 
P• 22. 
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At six o'clock a.m~ on Karch 17. Major Poe appeared at police head• 
quarters. the Old Market Station Bouse, and demended it be turned over 
to the new force. The police captains under Egbert refused. Mayor 
Ellyson and Major Poe then set tip their own headquarters on Main Street. 
They began recruiting their owri police force. · Fif ty•three membe~s of 
the old force. plus over two hundred special police• were sworn in• The 
fire 'department was also authorized police power by Mayor Ellyson. 
Ellyson next demanded the Mayor•s office in city hall from Chahoon. 
93 
Chahoon argued that the "Enabling Act" was unconstitutional and that 
the appointmentsby the City Council were void. By this time, Chahoon 
and Egbert began to supplement their fot"ces with negro recruits. Chahoon 
ordered the police headquarters barricaded. On the morning of the 17th• 
Chahoon held all three police stations in the city, but Ellyson controlled 
the.streets. Ellyson later dispatched a force of men to lay seige to the 
Station house. Fighting erupted between Poe's police and milling negroea 
near the headquarters. A sergeant of Poe*s force was wounded as well as 
several negroes. The next· day• a negro was shot and killed. General Cnnby, 
still at Camp Grant, sent a detachment of soldiers into the city and 
occupied the police headquarters. He. allowed Chahoon to retain control of 
the building. Poe1s force withdrew, but by this time they had taken the 
94 
other two police stations. A few days later, there were skirmishes 
93. Ibid. 
-
94. Christain, lh! Capitol Disaster• PP• 16•18. 
between negroes and Poe's police. A policeman was killed, another 
95 
wounded, ar.d a nesro wounded. 
The situation was stalemated due to the support given Chahoon by 
General Canby. During the last week in March and for the first three 
weeks in April, Richmond had two persons claiming to be Mayor. Both 
convened the Mayor's Court.' The situation was coxifusiog to say the 
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least, since both were confining people to jail. Governor Walker 
protested, but could do nothing no long as Canby retained his position. 
Finally, both Mayors agreed to bring a test case before the Supreme 
Court of Appeals. 'J!he case involved writs of habeas corpUB by persons 
who were arrested and confined under the authority of each Mayor. The 
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result would be to determine which Mayor was holding court legally. 
'Ebe caae was scheduled to be delivered on April 27. An overflow crowd 
of Richmond 1 s leading citizens were present in the courtroom. As tl1c 
judges entered the chamber• which was on the third floor of the Capitol 
building, the overloeded floor gave way and over three hundred persons 
went crashing through the hall of the House of Delegates directly under• 
neath. Sixty•one persons were killed and most of the others injured by 
the disaster. Ironically, among those killed was E. M. Schofield, 
97 
ex•tax assessor of the city, who like Chahoon, was a military appointee. 
95. l!?.!S•, PP• 20•21. 
96. Ibid., P• 23. 
-
97~ Ellyson and Taylor, Publisher, A Full Account of the Great 
Calamity (R.icbmond, 1870), P• 34. - - - -
The decision waa delayed two days and on April 29, the "Enabling 
98 
Act" was declared constitutional. Chahoon, Egbert and the others 
made haste in leaving the city. The final chapter of Richmond during 
Reconstruction had ended. Canby was severely criticized by the 
Northern press for the part he played in the fiasco. Bis only valid 
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defense was to prevent disorder, but his allowance of Chahoon to continue 
functioning indicated his inept handling of the situation. 
98. Daily Enquirer, April 30, 1870. 
CONCLUSIO?t 
For the first nine months of occupation, an e.~tensive military 
government in Richmond functioned effectively •. lt was instituted at 
the close of war, whicb ended with the collapse of civil government in 
the city. From April until December, 1865, J.U.cbmond was unable to 
support its avm alms house or police force, nor could it cope with the 
influx of freedmen and ex•Conf ederstes who were attracted to the city as 
a refuge. During this period, there uas a gradual resumption of self• 
government, and by January, 1866, the city was operating on its O'\m initia• 
tive. President Johnson•s Proclamation of April, 1866, theoretically ended 
the operation of this military govornmant. Military occupation, however, 
continued. During 1866 and early 1867, the government provided by the 
military mainly took the form of the Freedman's Bureau. It lfas not until 
March, 1867, that a definite form of military control could be established. 
7he Freedmen's Bureau from its beginning in June., 1865, until it 
closed in 1869, did a necessary and creditable job in Richmond. The Howard 
Grove Hospital end the Children's Orphan Asylum are two pritnG examples of 
its welfare program far negroe.o. lteither the state nor the city '~ore able 
to provide such services. The Bureau's interest in a Richmond public 
school system created an awareness of such a need in the city, and the 
schools mat with general public acceptance. Although s0n1e political 
activities of Bureau agents cannot be justified, there is little evidence 
that the local organization was guilty of political subversion. Throughout 
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its existence tho activities of tho Bureau resembled what is today termed 
ao a 11civil affairs administration." Ito activities were similar to 
those of the u.s. armed forces in Europe after World War II. 
After the Reconstruction Acts, the basis for a continued legal mili• 
tnry government became doubtful. The war had ended a full two years 
before. True, there was still a necessity for some organization to exist 
which would provide minimum protection and neceosary care for the negroes. 
This function more reasonably belonged to the Freedmen's Bureau rather 
than the regular military command. The Bureau, however, was not a standard 
administrative agency of the federal government staffed with civil servants. 
To a large extent, it was organized, operated, and staffed along military 
lines. The Bureau could not operate without the continued presence of the 
parallel military organization and its army officers. 
After March, 1867, the military ccmnissioner became the most important 
officer in the local military coamand. Tho military commissioner of 
Richmond, Lt. Bambrick, also served at one time or another during the 1867• 
1870 period us: l) Sub•Assistant Commissioner of the Freedmen's Bureau, 
2) J'legistrar of the Richmond Election Board, and 3) Assistant Superintendent 
of the Bureau Schools. With all his authority, there is no evidence of n 
dictatorial regime existing in the city under his hands. There w'1s more 
authority vested in the state and local conmanders by the Acts than was 
ever put to use in the city. Thia fact speaks wall for the caliber of 
army off icera assigned to duty in Richmond. The most unnecessary and 
distasteful aspect of military rule after the Acto was the controls placed 
106 
on elections, registration requirements. and political appointments. Tha 
entire 1865•1870 period cannot be generalized easily. It is a significant 
story because it indicates that the army was extensively involved in the 
governmontal operation of the city. Certain actions of the army in 
Richmond were unreasonable and unjust. However, it ia well to remember 
that conmanding officers were cerr;ing out orders from. Washington. Gen-




The following pages, 508•515, are from Civil 
Appointments 1867•8•9•70, Headquarters First Mili• 
tary District, National Archives, Record Group 98 
(Virginia), Vol. 56. Appointments are for Richmond 
city only. The town of Manchester and counties 
surrounding the city are separately recorded. 
Reading from left to right, appointment Tecord 
gives the following information: A designation 
number of the appointment, name of appointee, 
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